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Faculty of the College

Regular Meeting 	 1l September 1978
Stephen Cary, Clerk, presiciLng 	 4:19 p.n.

1. For the benefit of newcomers, Mr. Cary briefly outlined the procedures
by which the faculty conducts its business. Decisions are reached not
by majority vote but by consensus, "the sense of the meeting," as
determined by the Clerk. Unity must not be confused with unAnimity;
personal reservations are always possible. Assent to consensus may be
withheld by a faculty member, but only the Clerk, acting for the Meeting
as a whole, determines whether a dissenting opinion in fact frustrates
consensus. If the situation is unclear the decision is normally post-
poned to the next meeting. Silent dissent, when it exists, poses a
problem. Mr. Cary urged dissenters who are not willing or able to speak
up on any given issue (a) to say at least "I dissent" when the Clerk is
in the process of determining the sense of the meeting, and (b) to give
their reasons to the Clerk afterwards in writing. Otherwise silence
must mean assent. The aim is of course to forestall possible minority
disgruntlement and to arrive at the fullest and fairest consensus possible.

2. The minutes of the meeting of May 11, 1978, were approved.

3. New members of the faculty were introduced by chairmen of the various
departments.

Chemistry: David Reingold, Ammanuel Mehreteab
Economics: Juan Lara
Fine Arts: William E. Williams
French: Mildred Mortimer
German: Anne Addicks
Mathematics: Kenneth Baclawski
Philosophy: Kathleen Wright
Psychology: Mary Anne Layden

Others who were introduced:
Muhammad Ktnyatta (Eighth Dimension)
Delsie Phillips (Admissions)
Edward Rewolinski (Gest Fellow)

4. Report of the President of the College. Mr. Stevens, noting that he had
had his say on two recent occasions (Collection, Inauguration), restricted
his report to two announcements:

a) Freshmen enrolled this year number 267, including 25 minority;
there are 20 transfers.

I)) The dual position held by William Balthasar, who resigned last
summer as Director of Development and Public Relations, has in
effect been split between John Gilbert and John Gould respectively.
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5. Report of the Provost. Mr. D'Andrea announced that

the Faculty Activities Report is to be brought up to date. The
deadline for the submission of new entries is 16 October 1973.

the first Faculty Research Talk of the academic year will be given
by Douglas Davis of the Psychology Department on September 20.

there is material in the Provostts Office on Fellowships, Grants,
and research opportunities. Members of the faculty are invited to
examine this material and to submit applications.

6. Roger Lane, Faculty Representative to the Board of Managers, reported
that at the last Board Meeting the Board

was reminded of the faculty commitment to fall coeducation at
Haverford (Minute 17b, 16 December 1976);

lifted the restriction on the allowable number o	 time faculty
positions;

heard the first report from the Committee or. "implementing minority
hiring and admission of minority students."

7. Wi13i2m Davidon, citing his communication to the faculty dated 11 September
1978 on alleged C.I.A. undercover activity on over a hundred American
campuses, proposed that the College adopt a policy on such activity. It
is reported that some forty—five colleges and universities are currently
contemplating same form of policy response. The Provost, it was decided,
will contact same of these institutions and collect information, and then
refer the matter to the Academic Council for action.

8. John Cary for the Committee on College Honors and Fellowships asked for
faculty initiative in singling out strong candidates and promptness in
meeting recommendation deadlines.

Adjournment at 4:51 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty

70rD.,se.
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Haverford College
Regular Meeting	 19 October 1978
Stephen Cary, Clerk, presiding	 4:21 p.m.

At the request of the clerk, the meeting began with a moment of silence.

1. The minutes of the meeting of 14 September 1978 were approved, with the
insertion of a word, here underlined, in Minute 6b: the Board "lifted
the restriction on the allowable number of regular part-time faculty
positions.*

2. Report of the provost. Mr. D'Andrea introduced Bernard Henderson,
the new Director of Development; announced Roger Lane's Faculty Research
Talk and William Williams' Exhibit in Comfort Gallery; solicited Faculty
Research proposals, noting the availability of relevant materials in
the Provost's Office; and reported that only one-third of the faculty had
responded to the call for updated entries in the Activities Report.

3. The secretary here makes bold to introduce a new category, the non-minute,
which records what did not occur—namely, in this instance, the President's
Report. (Mr. Stevens was in Denver, Colorado, on college affairs.)

4. Harvey Glickman, Faculty Representative to the Board of Managers, briefly
summarized presentations made at the Board Meeting of September 15 by
members of the administration of the college, mostly having to do with
long-range planning and matters of policy.

Mr. Stevens:
The Provost and the EPC are preparing a five-year academic plan.
The Vice President for Finance and Development is studying the

administrative structure over the next five years.
The AAC is encouraged to evaluate long-term planning budgets as

well as annual budgets.
The Academic Council is reviewing college policy on tenure.
The Provost is examining the need for greater computer capacity.
Outside consultants will advise on the following matters:

Faculty retirement benefits & programs
Non-faculty personnel practices
Distribution of advising responsibilities between academic

and non-academic deans
Future staffing of the Department of English, in view of

impending retirements
Mr. Cary:

The College received $300,000 in grants and gifts and a NEH
challenge grant of $450,000 conditional on our mustering three
dollars for every one dollar contributed by the NEH.

Mr. Gubins:
We have a balanced budget. An enrollment larger than expected

provides a modest "cushion" for meeting operating costs this year.
The College has sold the house on Haverford Road, formerly in the

faculty housing pool, and has repaid a bank-loan.
Major renovations have been made in 1 College Circle, Woodside

Cottage, the Admissions Office, Hilles l Observatory, and
Roberts Hall, first floor.
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5. Wyatt MacGaffey of the Academic Council explained the rationale of the
proposal (18 October 1978) on grievance procedures for reappointment,
tenure, and promotion cases. According to the proposal only procedural,
not substantive, correction is possible. Mr. MacGaffey was at pains to
explain why, in the judgment of the Council, this had to be so. Would
not the possibility of substantive correction raise the spectre of
"infinite regress," of perpetual reviews by an endless succession of
grievance committees? But the discussion uncovered other problems.

Is the distinction between procedure and substance clear?
How does the apellant learn what was done in his case so that he

can appeal?
If the grievance committee is to consist of the three elected

alternate divisional representatives to the Council s is it
not possible for one or more of them to have been party to
the original decision?

No action was taken. The council representative will return next month
with a revision of the proposal.

Claude Winder of the Educational Policy Committee
from last semester

a) announced that all grades fthave been fed into the
a college-wide grade distribution, together with
division and by department. There are no course
and no indications of class rank. Each member of
receive a report.

b) recommended and received approval of the following courses (Annex I):

computer, yielding
breakdowns by
grade distributions,
the faculty will

1)Economics 212b. Comparative Economic Systems. (permanent)
2)General Programs 105 b. Understanding Statistics and

Computers. (temporary) 	 Mr.
3) Mathematics 218b. Probability & Statistics. (temporary) Mr.
4) Mathematics 220b. Topics in Calculus. (temporary)
5) Psychology 320b. Cognitive Development. (permanent)

Mr. Lama

Weinstein
Baclawski
Mr. Greene

Ms. :taus

c) gained approval for the following revision of rules governing the taking
of courses for credit at certain neighboring institutions.

A student wishing to take for credit a course at Swarthmore
College or the University of Pennsylvania must obtain
approval from

1) his or her advisor
2) the chairman of that Haverford department

which the Dean of the College determines to be
most nearly related to the discipline of the
course material.

d) drew guidelines for independent study courses in general and those
under General Programs in particular. Discussion failed to produce
a consensus, and the faculty sent the proposal back to the EPC for
clarification and revision.
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7. Kathryn Slott of the Women's Faculty Caucus proposed the following
revision of the rule on Regular Part-Time Appointments (Faculty Handbook,
p. 15, # 6):

The College makes no provision for continuous tenure for regular
part-time appointments. However, should a person who has been

ployed in any part-time faculty capacity subsequently be hired
as a regular fall-time faculty member, all previous service shall
be taken into consideration and counted partially or pro-rata in
the regular pre-tenure probationary period.

The faculty approved.

Adjournment at 5:54 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty

ESR:esr
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TO; Faculty

FROM; Academic Council 	 OX2Ei October 18 , 1978

gran	 welt	 ME	 An	 :21

Council recommends to the Faculty the following grievance
procedure for reappointment, tenure and promotion cases:

1 The z grievance committee consists of the three
elected alternate divisional representatives to
Council:

Anyone ('the appellant') who believes that Coun-
cil has failed to follow correctly the procedures
for personnel actions set out in the Faculty Hand-
book, may request in writing that the Grievance
Committee investigate, specifying the alleged
failure_

3 The Grievance Committee reports its conclusions
to Council, If it determines that due process
has been violated, the case is returned to Coun-
cil for procedual correction, and is reconsidered
by Council, sitting with two "visiting members".
The visiting members are nominated by the appel-
lant, one from Swarthmore and one from Bryn Mawr,
from a list of six faculty members from each col-
lege, two from each academic division of the col-
lege.

4, After reconsidering the case, Council offers ad-
vice to the President.

WMacGasja



To  Faculty 
''fit

FROM:  Academic Council —    

RE:  Procedures for reappointment and tenure 	DATE:  11/28/78

I. PROPOSED, to ADD to the Faculty aandbook, p. 14, after "both
orally and in writing:"

Normally the College expects to hire persons to the regular
faculty (full or part-time) who are in the process of com-
pleting the appropriate terminal degree and who will have
completed that degree before assuming their academic duties
at the College (usually around September 1st of their first
year of appointment). The College may in exceptional cir-
cumstances offer a regular post to a person who has not met
the requirements for the degree before beginning teaching
at Haverford, but only at the rank of Instructor and only
with one-year contracts.

For those appointed to the faculty without having completed
the terminal degree and later promoted to Assistant Profes-
sor on the regular faculty, the probationary period prior
to a tenure decision, normally six years, will begin on
July 1 of the academic year after which the degree was com-
pleted and promotion was effected.

Only in exceptional circumstances will a person be continued
on the regular faculty for more than two years without hav-
ing earned the terminal degree. The degree is considered to
be complete when all requirements have been met and certi-
fied to in writing by the appropriate dean. Formal award of
the actual degree may occur later.

Transitional Provision 

Those currently on the faculty about whom we have not made
decisions, and who have not completed the terminal degree
requirements as of September 1, 1978, may request that up to
two years of the time spent on the faculty before earning
the appropriate terminal degree be discounted from the pro-
bationary period prior to a tenure decision. This request
must be made at the time that all requirements for the ter-
minal degree are completed.

II. PROPOSED, to DELETE from the Faculty Handbook, p. 17, as am-
biguous and obsolete:

a. Not involving tenure.
"If the Council cannot agree with the recommendation,
the Council shall have power to co-opt one or two mem-
bers of the faculty to help it in making its recommenda-
tions to the President. Recommendations need not be unan-
imous."



COMMENT: "Recommendation" is used here in two different
senses, and it is implied that Council ought to agree
with the recommender (it sometimes does not). Advice
to the President need not be unanimous. See Appendix II,
as amended, below.

b. Involving tenure and tenured professors.
"If the Council cannot agree on its advice to the Presi-
dent, it may then appoint a special ad hoc committee ...
[and to the end of the paragraph]."

COMMENT: Council often fails to agree, and does not ex-
pect on such ground to appoint a substitute for itself.

III. PROPOSED, to ADD on p. 18, after "... Appendix III of this
handbook":

a. Excellent teaching is a sine qua non for tenure. It is	 ,=..
not possible here, though it may be at other institu-
tions, to be a renowned scholar but a poor teacher and	 -,

, 4
remain on the faculty. By excellent teaching we mean	 - --,.

,...1--

 e-)	 '
the ability to meet the needs of Haverford students, 	 ?
which are not necessarily the needs of students else- -

4e We have a superior student body and it is the
Yz	 obligation of the faculty to recommend for tenured posi-

tions only those who are able to stimulate all our stu-

4.., dents, including the very best,i\and to challenge stu-
dents intellectually in the most rigorous manner possi-

r? ble. Availability to students outside the classroom is
an integral part of good teaching.

b. Scholarly activity is equally important in tenure deci-
sions. It provides the best evidence that the teacher
will remain active in his or her field, so that what is
passed on to students will be fresh and responsive to
current developments in the discipline. Aereover-r-dis,r_ ')
t*

--411.--outt'ilit-e4ge-C7f-4149-491T
Additionally, excel-

lence in one's own field ensures intellectual vitality
in the whole community, including faculty members in
other disciplines.

Scholarly publication is important because it means that
the researcher's work is judged not only by colleagues
within Haverford, but members of the academic profession
nationally. These resonances from other outstanding
persons in the field provide quality control on Haver-
ford and its various departments, keep Haverford fac-
ulty involved with national developments, and bring to

•



public notice Haverford's commitment to intellectual ex-
cellence. For teachers as for students, moreover, the
discipline of preparing one's work in finite form for
others to consider is essential, as is the opportunity
to obtain considered comment.

For these reasons, Council also expects evidence of on-
going scholarly commitment (and, ideally, published
works) beyond the Ph.D. Where a doctoral degree is not
the normal terminal degree, as in the performing and
visual arts, the Council expects equivalent evidence
of commitment and productivity after the normal terminal
degree.

c. Community service includes such activities as committee
work, departmental activities, advising, formal and in-
formal counseling, contributions to cultural diversity,
and non-scholarly activities off campus. Because the
college relies on faculty participation in the various
phases of governance, departmental administration and
counseling, it looks for considerable commitment to
these activites. Off-campus service of a professional
or civic nature favorably reflects interest in the uses
of learning. Community service supplements a and b,
but is not regarded as a substitute for either.

In assessing teaching ability, Council relies heavily
on letters written by students. The recommender's"represen-
tative sample" is expected to include majors and non-majors,
Bryn Mawr students, and students with high and low grades.
All letters, solicited and unsolicited, whether written to
the recommender or to the Provost, are copied and distrib-
uted to Council (Council does not accept anonymous letters).
Council is more interested in the content of student corm-
ment than in a merely positive or negative vote. They seek
to gain a sense of what is taught, how it is taught, what
kinds of student respond most favorably, and why. Their
evaluation is often passed as advice to the teacher. Coun-
cil also seeks information about teaching from departmental
and other colleagues, including those who may have shared
responsibility for a course with the teacher being evalu-
ated, and colleagues at Bryn Mawr. Department chairmen are
expected to visit junior colleagues' classrooms at least
once a year (See Appendix II).

All members of Council read examplesof a candidate's
published or unpublished work themselves. They also seek
the opinion of appropriate scholarly authorities, including
those suggested by the candidate, and others to whom Council
may send copies of the work.
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All communications to Council, and all reports of its
discussions, are confidential. Council's role is to offer
advice to the President in the interests of the Faculty,
given the Faculty's primacy in matters of educational policy
and practice. Council does not vote, nor is it obliged to
reach consensus, although it always tries to do so. After
sufficient discussion, usually extending over several weeks,
members of Council record their views in two readings taken
at different meetings. Since the President is present when
Council meets, he has the benefit of listening to all dis-
cussion, including opinions which may be formulated and
later abandoned, and the reasoning in support of any opinion.

The candidate shall be told by the recommender what pro-
cedures are being followed in composing the recommendation:
specifically, who has been contacted for comment, but not
whether or what they replied. The candidate shall also be
kept informed by the Provost of the procedures followed by
Council.

IV. PROPOSED to ADD on p. 19:

F. Grievance procedure.

The grievance committee consists of the five elected
alternate divisional representatives to Council of whom
at least three must hear each case.

Anyone who believes that Council did not correctly fol-
low the procedures for personnel actions set out above
may request in writing that the grievance committee in-
vestigate. The request must be made within two weeks
after the appellant has been notified of the President's
decision, and must specify the failure alleged.

The grievance committee reports its conclusions to Coun-
cil. If it determines that procedure has been violated,
the case is reconsidered by Council, sitting with two
"visiting members". The visiting members are nominated
by the appellant, one from Swarthmore and one from Bryn
Mawr, from a list of six faculty members, two from each
academic division.

After reconsidering the case, Council offers advice to
the President.

COMMENT: Council believes it to be proper that the
grievance committee should establish its own prece-
dents, and that its operations in actual cases will
serve better than anticipatory legislation to define
the boundaries of procedural violation.
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Faculty
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file Must 1)2 disi;:ributed to all membors of the Falhy

3 The case is discussed by the Facu1ty 0 who tell the candidate,
after the manner of Fziends	 at they think of ter/his teach-
ing, scholarship end ::,ersonal characteristics 	 This procedure
llopefuM.y- w..i establish publioy what our standardsof excel
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TO:	 All Faculty
	 Date: January 10, 1979

FROM: Thomas D'Andrea

RE:	 Faculty Meeting ., Thursday, January 18, 1979 in the 
Common Room at 4:15 P.M. 

At the last faculty meeting it was agreed that a
meeting should be called on Thursday of the first week
of Spring Semester to continue the discussion of the
appeals procedure and other material presented by the
Academic Council to the faculty. It turns out that the
first Thursday of the second semester had been designated
for a regularly scheduled faculty meeting. I feel we
should devote this meeting to discussion of the document
from the Academic Council. If there is other urgent
business to come before the faculty please let me know
and we can consider calling an extra faculty meeting
later in January. The next regular faculty meeting is
scheduled for February 15th.
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be moet nearly te the Aiscipliee of
the course material.

The addition of part b repeeeent4 a	 or the
present rules, but is in fa et a oanieeeT.ton of eAieteng
practice.

Recommended Course	 evale

Permanent 1. Economies 212b. S-2, H-1. ccarat.te Economic  Systems. Lars.
Approval

Course description: Comparative Tea4sie of organization for
decision-making in resource allocation, distribetion of income,
and choice of production technique, assessment of results in
terms of efficiency, grGwth, and equity case studies of
several economies.

Prerequisites: Economics 111 and 112.

To be offered spring semester of 1978 -1)79 and alternate years
thereafter.

Temporary 2. General Programs 105b. A-2, E-1. Understanding Statistics
Approval	 and Computers. Weinstein..

Course description: Citing examples from a variety of disciplines
(e.g, genetics, medicine, education, public policy), the course
will expose the underlying logic of statistical reasoning with-
out reeourse to detailed algebeaic derivations	 Data will be
analyzed to provide numerical answers to practical problems.
A statistical project will be inclu ded as will an introduction
to the use of eomputers to organize and analyze data. Dis-
cussions of experlmental design, inference, estimation, and
hypothesis testing will be included.

Prerequisites: None

To be offered spring semester of 1978 - 1979.
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emporary 3. Mathemati 4 iSh.	 14 - 1_
"proval	 Baclawski

course deaeripe	 tntrodeetion t,
teehnl.quee, with applieatiene 	 e:ee
and condleiensi probaollete 
proceases, applecatteae fee	 ,e.;
ceases, queLing theory.

Prerequisites: Yethematiee

a.

!Li;:itic!

w.: ,4	 9 z i r1 pro-

113.	 ,3trut,.

To be offered spring semester t,f. 1978-1979,

Note: The number chartge from 118b to 219b :re t,_-': the .-eigher
level of prerequisitee ;Math 114b inetid of' 17,.ee, Course
content substantially changed. The cc -s wil ee reeiewed
along with the entire matheeatics prograe nee

Temporary 4. Mathematics 220b, A-2, N-1- Tqpice 	 Ceitulus
	 Greene,

Approval
Course description: Multiple integrals, ltne Inteeeels vector

analysis, Stokes' and divergence theorems, `r nary dif-
fe:rential equations, introduction to funet!one e'.° a comp ex
variable, Fourier series, applicatioae. Thes ecerse is
designed as a continuation of Mathematics

PrerequisStes: Mathematics 11 1P), 0.9a, or e ,,w-,nt of the
instructor.

To be offered spring semester of 1978 - 197).

Note: Continuation course to Math 119a, no-ealle taken by fresh-
men, but also suitable for sophomores ,e0 have taken Math 113-
114. Formerly called "Elementary Complee Analysis. - Content
completely revised, with a smell amounc of eaterial in common
with former course. The course will be nevtewed along with
the entire mathematics program next spring.

Permanent 5. Psychology 320b. S-2, N-1. Cognitive Developnt. !Taus.
Approval

Course description: A developmental or evoluteonary approach will
be used to explore selected aspects of thinking, memory,
language, attention and/or perception o lepending upon student
interests. Information prccessing, Pia ;:titian, and aducaeional
perspectives will he explored

Prerequisites: Introductory Psychology ar.d eitner 1W Psych 200,
HC Psych 233, BAC 205 or eonment of ins ruetor.

To be offered each year
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DEC 14 1979
Haverford Co llege	 HAVERFORD. PA . 19041 215-649-9600

Haverford Co:leize
Faculty of the College

Regular Meeting	 16 November 1978
Stephen Cary, Clerk, presiding	 4:20 p.m.

A moment of silence.

1. The minutes of the meeting of 19 October . 1978 were approved, with these
corrections: in Minute 4 "Hines Observatory" should read "Hilles, the
Observatory," et al.; in Minute 5 "appellant" should be correctly spelled,
likewise Claude Wintner's name in Minute 6.

2. The President's Report.

Extramural activities. Mr. Stevens has been travellirg widely,
talking with Haverford alumni in all parts of the country. By the
end of January, according to expectations, he will have met with all
alumni groups. He has also been active in the Development Campaign,
and in promoting foundation and corporate contacts.

The Capital Campaign. Two years ago our goal was set at 20 million.
As of now we have 9 million in hand and 7 million pledged. To date
4 million has been added to unrestricted endowment. Note: Mr. Stevens
mould welcome the formation of a faculty committee on capital development.

The Budget. We have the happy prospect of balanced budgets till the
academic year 1980-81, when the prospect becomes less happy. By then the
planned increase in student enrollment, though not the size of the
faculty, will have stopped. The AAC will concern itself with the problem,
and a long-term planning budget is in the offing.

Promotions. In accordance with the Council's recommendations,
Slavica Mataaid (biology) and Mary Naus (psychology) have been promoted,
the latter with tenure.

Outside Consultants. The following aspects of the college are or
will be under scrutiny: advising and student services (consultant:
Howard Brewster, President of Hollins College, formerly dean at
Dartmouth); performing arts and facilities; the computer situation; and
the Department of English (a visiting committee is ready).

Admission of Freshman Women. Mr. Stevens' personal view: the case for
admitting women to Haverford on the freshman level is overwhelming. But
there are complications—Bryn Mawr, for instance. Various constituencies
have been and will be consulted, so that we can live with the decision
that we make. But the process of making up our minds should not, need
not, be unduly prolonged.

3. Roger Lane, faculty representative to the Board of Managers, reporting
that "nothing of general interest" occurred at the last meeting (laughter),
nevertheless mentioned 7iilliam Baker's report on the status of the computer,
reports by the College Committee on Women and by the Committee on Investment,
and a discussion of the Capital Campaign during the business session.



Regular Meeting 	 16 November 15

4. Wyatt MacGaffey of the Academic Council wryly noted that he came before
the faculty empty-handed. The mountain labored, but no mouse. In plain
words, the revised version of the Grievance Proposal (Minute 5, 19 October
1978) was not yet ready. It will be presented at the December meeting,
along with a proposal for more extensive changes in the Faculty Handbook.
Meantime the newly revived local chapter of the AAUP will provide a forum
for faculty discussion of both proposals.

5. Edwin Bronner, chairman of the Committee on Plans for Implementing
Coeducation,

a) identified the faculty personnel of the new committee: Loewy,
Mihelich, and Russo.

b) gave a thumbnail history of the issue of coeducation from
1870, when it first troubled Haverford ("Even Quakers should
have been able to reach a decision in 108 years"), to the
faculty consensus of December 1976 in favor of fall coed-
ucation, strongly reaffirmed last spring, and the present
compromise adopted by the Board ("Transfers only").

c) summarized some of the arguments supporting the faculty
consensus: the Haverford male student is not getting a
complete education; women are denied the right to enroll
at Haverford on the basis of sex; social life at Haverford,
especially at the freshman level, in not completely coed-
ucational; Haverford would be a better educational institution
if women were admitted on the same basis as men.

d) asked the faculty for further arguments in reaffirmation of
the consensus.

Faculty, discussion. The general mood of the faculty was for action,
not argument. As one spokesman said: "I'm tired of this issue. The
faculty is clearly behind coeducation at all levels. Robert Stevens may
be referred to minutes of our past discussions. Now let the committee
get on with its plans." Isolated attempts to reopen the "substantive
issue" by relative newcomers to the faculty were strongly countered.
The charge to the committee, which Mr. Bronner was asked to read,
instructs the committee to plan the steps that the college will need
to take from an educational and curricular point of view, on the
assumption that women will be admitted at all levels in the near future,

The Clerk's summary. Judged by ordinary standards the discussion
did not provide sufficient evidence for the formulation of a consensus,
but in view of the long history of debate on this issue, the Clerk
interpreted the reluctance to enter into extensive discussion as a sign
not of lack of support for that earlier consensus, but as a feeling that
there is nothing new to say beyond the expression of a heightened sense
of urgency. He then reminded the faculty of the importance cf reviewing
the *substantive question" with those members of the faculty who were
not here during earlier discussions. This can best be done person-to-person
rather than in public forum. Individual members of the faculty are
encouraged to convey their views in writing to the committee.

The faculty gave general assent to the Clerk's summary.
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Regular Meeting	 16 November 1578

6. Claude Wintner of the Educational Policy Committee presented for faculty
approval a revised version of the rules governing Independent Study (see
Minute 6d, 19 October 1978), as follows:

a) Normally it will be expected that independent study for credit
will be carried out only under the supervision of faculty
members on regular appointment, within the discipline of the
faculty member.

b) Independent study under General Programs will normally be carried
out only under the supervision of faculty members on regular
appointment, whose appointments are not in a specific department
of the college. In this case the independent study shall nevertheless
be in a specific field, not in "General Programs."

c) Independent study courses under the supervision of faculty members
other than those on regular appointment must have the approval of
the chairman of the appropriate department as well as approval of
the Provost.

d) It is recognized that a faculty member may have areas of expertise
outside of his or her discipline which might provide areas for
independent study. In such cases approval should be sought from
the Provost and from the chairman of the appropriate department.

The faculty approved.

Adjournment at 5:30 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty

Happy holiday season1
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HAVERFORD. PA . 19041 215-649-9600

Faculty of the College

Regular Meeting	 14 December 1978
Stephen Cary, Clerk, presiding 	 4:20 p.m.

A moment of silence.

1. The minutes of the meeting of 16 November 1978 were approved. Correction:
under "Outside Consultants," Minute 2, read Carroll Brewster.

2. The President's Report. Mr. Stevens spoke briefly on two topics, closing
with an expression of thanks to the faculty "for your tolerance during my
first semester."

Racial incidents 	 averford has been—plagued in
recent months tor reelifincidents lin vug physical violence between black
and whites', The

1

 Honor Council has had some twelve cases on the docket.
There have been meetings of the Administration with Students' Council and
other student groups, and Mr. Stevens has visited with students in the
various residence halls to discuss the problem. We should all be aware of
and sensitive to these developments; in particular, we should talk with
minority students, especially freshmen.

Admission of Freshman Women. Mr. Stevens thanked the many individuals
and groups who have offered him advice on this issue. Consultation with
Bryn Mawr, he announced, will take the form of two meetings, one on
28 January 1979, when he will meet with Bryn Mawr students, the other two
days later, when he will meet with the faculty of Bryn Mawr College.

3. After protracted discussion the faculty approved the following minute as
prepared by the .Clerk.

a) The faculty deplores racism in any form at Haverford College, but
has been especially concerned by reports of overt racist behavior
in recent months. We therefore wish to go on record as affirming
that racist conduct has no place at Haverford.

b) While we don't wish to comment in any way on specific cases, we
stand ready to assist the Honor Council and other students should
they feel there are ways that we can be helpful in combatting racism,
as for example in joining with them in dorm meetings.

c) The faculty asks that the provost appoint a small committee to make
recommendations regarding specific initiatives that the faculty
could take to combat racism at the college. 	

n	 /1-4,L—I ,	 )
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Regular Meeting	 14 December 1978

L1. Wyatt MacGaffey of the Academic Council announced that he would not
at this time press for faculty action on a document previously
circulated, "Procedures for Reappointment and Tenure," dated 28 November
1978. Robert Mortimer, chapter officer of the AAUP, reported on the
AAUP meeting of December 11, which focused on the issue of confidentiality
in the review process and on certain provisions of the grievance procedure
as proposed in the Council's document. No consensus was reached, but
another AAUP meeting is scheduled.

Clearly more discussion is needed before the faculty as a whole is
ready to act on the Council's "Procedures for Reappointment and Tenure."

5. While the business recorded in Minute 4 was proceeding, the faculty
elected Asoka Gangadean as First Alternate Representative to the Board
of Managers and Joseph Russo as Humanities Divisional Representative to
the Academic Council. Both replace Aryeh Kosman, who will be on leave.

Adjournment at 6:08 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty



TO:	 All Faculty and Ad7.inistration	 Date: Nove-lber 30, 1978

FROM: Thomas D'Andrea

RE:	 Independent Study Courses

I call your attention to the following, which was approved by the Faculty
at its Meeting of November 16, 1978.

a. Normally it will be expected that independent study for credit will be
carried out only under the supervision of faculty members on regular
appointment, within the discipline of the faculty member.

b. Independent study under General Programs will normally be carried out
only under the supervision of faculty members on regular appointment,
whose appointments are not in a specific department of the College.
In this case the independent study shall nevertheless be in a specific
field, not in "General Programs."

c. Independent study courses under the supervision of faculty members
other than those on regular appointment must have the approval of
the chairman of the appropriate department as well as approval of
the Provost.

d. It is recognized that a faculty member may have areas of expertise
outside of his or her discipline which might provide areas for
independent study. In such cases approval should be sought from
the Provost and from the chairman of the appropriate department.



. Haverford College

TO:  Faculty 	FROM:  Academic Council 

RE:  Procedures for reappointment and tenure 	DATE  11/28/78

I. PROPOSED, to ADD to the Faculty Handbook, p. 14, after "both
orally and in writing:"

Normally the College expects to hire persons to the regular
faculty (full or part-time) who are in the process of com-
pleting the appropriate terminal degree and who will have
completed that degree before assuming their academic duties
at the College (usually around September 1st of their first
year of appointment). The College may in exceptional cir-
cumstances offer a regular post to a person who has not met
the requirements for the degree before beginning teaching
at Haverford, but only at the rank of Instructor and only
with one-year contracts.

For those appointed to the faculty without having completed
the terminal degree and later promoted to Assistant Profes-
sor on the regular faculty, the probationary period prior
to a tenure decision, normally six years, will begin on
July 1 of the academic year after which the degree was com-
pleted and promotion was effected.

Only in exceptional circumstances will a person be continued
on the regular faculty for more than two years without hav-
ing earned the terminal degree. The degree is considered to
be complete when all requirements have been met and certi-
fied to in writing by the appropriate dean. Formal award of
the actual degree may occur later.

Transitional Provision

Those currently on the faculty about whom we have not made
decisions, and who have not completed the terminal degree
requirements as of September 1, 1978, may request that up to
two years of the time spent on the faculty before earning
the appropriate terminal degree be discounted from the pro-
bationary period prior to a tenure decision. This request
must be made at the time that all requirements for the ter-
minal degree are completed.

II. PROPOSED, to DELETE from the Faculty Handbook, p. 17, as am-
biguous and obsolete:

a. Not involving tenure.
"If the Council cannot agree with the recommendation,
the Council shall have power to co-opt one or two mem-
bers of the faculty to help it in making its recommenda-
tions to the President. Recommendations need not be unan-
imous."



COMMENT: "Recommendation" is used here in two different
senses, and it is implied that Council ought to agree
with the recommender (it sometimes does not). Advice
to the President need not be unanimous. See Appendix II,
as amended, below.

b. Involving tenure and tenured professors.
"If the Council cannot agree on its advice to the Presi-
dent, it may then appoint a special ad hoc committee ...
[and to the end of the paragraph]."

COMMENT: Council often fails to agree, and does not ex-
pec on such ground to appoint a substitute for itself.

III. PROPOSED, to ADD on p. 18, after "... Appendix III of this
handbook":

a. Excellent teaching is a sine qua non for tenure. It is
not possible here, though it may be at other institu-
tions, to be a renowned scholar but a poor teacher and
remain on the faculty. By excellent teaching we mean
the ability to meet the .needs of Haverford students,
which are not necessarily the needs of students else-
where. We have a superior student body and it is the
obligation of the faculty to recommend for tenured posi-
tions only those who are able to stimulate all our stu-
dents, including the very best, and to challenge stu-
dents intellectually in the most rigorous manner possi-
ble. Availability to students outside the classroom is
an integral part of good teaching.

b. Scholarly activity is equally important in tenure deci-
sions. It provides the best evidence that the teacher
will remain active in his or her field, so that what is
passed on to students will be fresh and responsive to
current developments in the discipline. moreover, dis-
tinction in scholarship promises that the person so en-
gaged will remain fresh at the cutting edge of his or
her discipline in years to come. Additionally, excel-
lence in one's own field ensures intellectual vitality
in the whole community, including faculty members in
other disciplines.

Scholarly publication is important because it means that
the researcher's work is judged not only by colleagues
within Haverford, but members of the academic profession
nationally. These resonances from other outstanding
persons in the field provide quality control on Haver-
ford and its various departments, keep Haverford fac-
ulty involved with national developments, and bring to



public notice ilaverford's commitment to intellectual ex-
cellence. For teachers as for students, moreover, the
discipline of preparing one's work in finite form for
others to consider is essential, as is the opportunity
to obtain considered comment.

For these reasons, Council also expects evidence of on-
going scholarly commitment (and, ideally, published
works) beyond the Ph.D. Where a doctoral degree is not
the normal terminal degree, as in the performing and
visual arts, the Council expects equivalent evidence
of commitment and productivity after the normal terminal
degree.

c. Community service includes such activities as committee
work, departmental activities, advising, formal and in-
formal counseling, contributions to cultural diversity,
and non-scholarly activities off campus. Because the
college relies on faculty participation in the various
phases of governance, departmental administration and
counseling, it looks for considerable commitment to
these activites. Off-campus service of a professional
or civic nature favorably reflects interest in the uses
of learning. Community service supplements a and b,
but is not regarded as a substitute for either.

In assessing teaching ability, Council relies heavily
on letters written by students. The recommender's"represen-
tative sample" is expected to include majors and non-majors,
Bryn Mawr students, and students with high and low grades.
All letters, solicited and unsolicited, whether written to
the recommender or to the Provost, are copied and distrib-
uted to Council (Council does not accept anonymous letters).
Council is more interested in the content of student com-
ment than in a merely positive or negative vote. They seek
to gain a sense of what is taught, how it is taught, what
kinds of student respond most favorably, and why. Their
evaluation is often passed as advice to the teacher. Coun-
cil also seeks information about teaching from departmental
and other colleagues, including those who may have shared
responsibility for a course with the teacher being evalu-
ated, and colleagues at Bryn Mawr. Department chairmen are
expected to visit junior colleagues' classrooms at least
once a year (See Appendix II).

All members of Council read examples of a candidate's
published or unpublished work themselves. They also seek
the opinion of appropriate scholarly authorities, including
those suggested by the candidate, and others to whom Council
may send copies of the work.



All communications to Council, and all renorts of its
discussions, are confidential. Council's role is to offer
advice to the President in the interests of the Faculty,
given the Faculty's primacy in matters of educational policy
and practice. Council does not vote, nor is it obliged to
reach consensus, although it always tries to do so. After
sufficient discussion, usually extending over several weeks,
members of Council record their views in two readings taken
at different meetings. Since the President is present when
Council meets, he has the benefit of listening to all dis-
cussion, including opinions which may be formulated and
later abandoned, and the reasoning in support of any opinion.

The candidate shall be told by the recommender what pro-
cedures are being followed in composing the recommendation:
specifically, who has been contacted for comment, but not
whether or what they replied. The candidate shall also be
kept informed by the Provost of the procedures followed by
Council.

IV. PROPOSED to ADD on p. 19:

F. Grievance procedure.

The grievance committee consists of the five elected
alternate divisional representatives to Council of whom
at least three must hear each case.

Anyone who believes that Council did not correctly fol-
low the procedures for personnel actions set out above
may request in writing that the grievance committee in-
vestigate. The request must be made within two weeks
after the appellant has been notified of the President's
decision, and must specify the failure alleged.

The grievance committee reports its conclusions to Coun-
cil. If it determines that procedure has been violated,
the case is reconsidered by Council, sitting with two + 1,...-4404.6,
"visiting members". The visiting members are nominated
by the appellant, one from Swarthmore and one from Bryn
Mawr, from a list of six faculty members, two from each
academic division.

After reconsidering the case, Council offers advice to
the President.

COMMENT: Council believes it to be proper that the
grievance committee should establish its own prece-
dents, and that its operations in actual cases will
serve better than anticipatory legislation to define
the boundaries of procedural violation.
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A moment of silence.

1.The minutes of the meeting of 14 December 1978 were approved, after an
emendation in Minute 2. Under "'Racial Incidents" the first sentence
should reads *In recent months some scattered racial incidents have
occurred on campus, one of which involved violence between ambits and
a black."

2. The Provost announced the appointment of a Committee on Race Relations,
whose members are Ronald Thiemann (chairman), Felmon Davis, Christopher
Goff, Roger Lane, Karla Spurlock, Robert Stevens, Craig Bossi, and Emilio
Cividanes.

3. The President reported

that the Board had approved the following reappointments and
promotions: Tamara Brooks (tenure), Mary Naus (promotion and
tenure), Charles Lerman (reappointment), Ronald Thiemann
(reappointment), and Joanne Hutchinson (regular part-time
appointment).

that a decision would shortly be made on a facility for the Gest
Program, a special meeting room or "meditation center," to adjoin
an apartment for visitors to the Program.

that security problemis arising on campus should be referred to
Stephen Cary.

that the Report of the Visiting Committee in English had been
received and would soon be released.

4. The faculty proceeded to discuss the sole item of business on the agenda:
grievance procedures for reappointment, tenure, and promotion cases. Two
proposals were before the faculty, the Academic Council's of 28 November
1978, and one from the Haverford chapter of the AAUP, dated 18 January 1979
(revised from January 12). The two proposals differed mainly on these issues:

whether the grievance committee should consist of alternates to the
Council or a separately constituted body;

whether the time Limit for filing a grievance with the committee
should be two or four weeks after the appellant has been notified
of the President's decision;

whether the grievance committee in its deliberations should observe
consensus rules;

whether the grievance committee should report its findings to the
Council or to the alternates;

whether the Council or the alternates should finally offer advice
to the President.
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18 January 1979

4. (continued)

Unable to resolve these issues, the faculty approved the Clerk's
recommendation that an ad hoc group of representatives frcm the
Council and from the local chapter of the AAUP prepare a compromise
proposal for submission to the faculty which, if approved, would be
incorporated into the Faculty Handbook.

Adjournment at 6:01 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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Regular Meeting
Stephen Cary, Clerk, presiding

15 February 1979
4:19 p.m.

A moment of silence.

1. The minutes of the meeting of 18 January 1979 were approved.

2. The President's Report.

Reappointments. Mr. Stevens was pleased to announce three-year
reappointments for Mira Mihelich (history) and William Williams (fine arts).

Alleged Civil Rights Violation. Ronald Miller, formerly of the
Haverford English faculty and now at the University of Tennessee, brought
charges against the college several years ago (charges recently dropped]
involving the Civil Rights Enforcement Division of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

Admission of Freshman Women. Noting that "the proximity of Bryn Mawr
might be hazardous to my health," Mr. Stevens (a) asked all Haverfordians
who disagree with the faculty position on the admission of freshman
women to see him soon; and (b) pointed out that such admission wetvld A-1 ,"
entail a renegotiation of the current student exchange arrangement between
Haverford and Bryn Mawr because of an anticipated imbalance in cross-
registrations.

Student Enrollment. The budget is drawn for a student population of
one thousand, including from 280 to 290 new students (freshmen and transfers).
If the attrition rate should prove higher than usual, we might find it
difficult to maintain the desired level of one thousand.

Investments and Social Responsibility. The Committee on Investments
and Social ResponsihrEiTrecommended at a recent Student Plenary that
the college rid itself of all investments involving firms in South Africa.

Developments in the Gest Program. Anyone who has ideas about the
proper location of the projected Gest facility (a free-standing building,
for instance, or the basement of Founders) should see Wyatt MacGaffey of
the Gest Committee.

3. The Provost announced a sculpture exhibit by Christopher Cairns in
Comfort Gallery from February 18 through March 11; and a Faculty Research
Talk by E. S. Rose on February 22 entitled "Poetics for the Person Who
Knows the Second Law of Thermodynamics." Mr. D'Andrea also enunciated
the Provost's First Law of Compensatory Concomitant Variation, namely,
that the greater the attrition rate--the more "attriters" there are--the
more favorable the faculty-student ratio.
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4. The Academic Council won faculty approval of the following proposal on
"Grievance Procedure" (6 February 1979) prepared by an ad hoc committee
of Harvey Glickman, Joanne Hutchinson, Roger Lane, Robert Mortimer, and
Joseph Russo. This statement of procedure is to be inserted in Section I
of the Faculty Handbook after Subsection 12: "Procedure for Faculty
Appointments, Reappointments, and Promotions."

Grievance Procedure. A candidate who believes that Academic Council
did not correctly follow the procedures for personnel actions set out
above may request in writing that a Grievance Committee investigate.
The Grievance Committee will consist of three Alternate Members of
Council as selected by the appellant. Such a request must be made
within four weeks after the appellant has been notified of the
President's decision and must specify the alleged violation of
procedure.

Agreement by two members of the Grievance Committee that
procedure has been violated constitutes grounds for a new hearing
of the case. The case will be submitted to the Alternate Members of
Council sitting with the President, Provost, and Dean.

In approving the Grievance Procedure, the faculty also called for a
review of the procedure four years after its enactment. Mark Gould dis-
sociated himself from the consensus.

5. The faculty approved Part I of the Academic Council's "Procedures for
Reappointment and Tenure" (28 November 1978), to be inserted on p. 14
of the Faculty Handbook after "both orally and in writing."

Initial Appointments. Normally the College expects to hire persons
to the regular faculty (full or part-time) who are in the process
of completing the appropriate terminal degree and who have completed
that degree before assuming their academic duties at the College
(usually around Steptember 1st of their first year of appointment).
The College may in exceptional circumstances offer a regular post
to a person who has not met the requirements for the degree before
beginning teaching at Haverford, but only at the rank of Instructor
and only with one-year contracts.

Probationary Period. For those appointed to the faculty without
having completed the terminal degree and Later promoted to Assistant
Professor on the regular faculty, the probationary period prior to
a tenure decision, normally six years, will begin on July 1st of the
academic year after which the degree was completed and promotion was
effected.

Terminal Degree Requirement. Only in exceptional circumstances will
a person be continued on the regular faculty for more than two years
without having earned the terminal degree. The degree is considered
to be complete when all requirements have been met and certified to
in writing by the appropriate dean. Fornal award of the actual
degree may occur Later.
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5. (continued)

Transitional Provision. Those currently on the faculty about whom
we have not made decisions, and who have not completed the terminal
degree requirements as of September 1, 1978, may request that up to
two years of the time spent on the faculty before earning the
appropriate terminal degree be discounted from the probationary
period prior to a tenure decision. This request must be made at
the time that all requirements for the terminal degree are completed.

No definite conclusion was reached in the debate over whether, during
the probationauperiod, persons should be exempt fran committee work
for one or two years, and the matter was referred to the Council.

6. The faculty approved Part II of the Council's "Procedures" (see preceding
minute), which proposed the deletion of two statements on p. 17 of the
Faculty Handbook, as ambiguous and obsolete. The statements to be deleted:

a) Not involving tenure. "If the Council cannot agree with the
recommendation, the Council shall have power to co -opt one or
two members of the faculty to help it in making its recommend-
ations to the President. Recommendations need not be unanimous.

b) Involving tenure and tenured professors. "If the Council cannot
agree on its advice to the President, it may then appoint a
special ad hoc committee. . . 4-to the end of the paragraph]."

7. The faculty discussed at length, without reaching consensus, Part III of
the Council's "Procedures," on criteria for making tenure decisions--
excellent teaching, scholarly activity, and community service. Opinion
was divided over whether the new proposal advocates a change in substance,
altering priorities; whether greater explicitness is in itself desirable
(might it not increase rather than allay anxieties?); whether minimum
instead of maximum standards should not be specified.

There was agreement that the Clerk's suggestion be followed: the
problem of criteria should go back to the Council, which will meet with
interested faculty members.

8. Wryly noting the elaborate procedure we now follow in arriving at appoint-
ment decisions ("Older persons cannot cope with it"), Wyatt MacGaffey
presented a memo on "Appointments" (13 February 1979), asking for faculty
authorization of certain ad hoc committees (Annex 1). The faculty granted
all Council requests.

9. Ronald Thiemann for the Committee on Race Relations introduced a policy
statement (9 February 1979) on the principle of ethnic diversity. Following
in the wake of dorm meetings and a special Collection, the statement was in
part a response to student feeling that difficulties an this issue stemned
from disagreements in principle.

On Ethnic Diversity. The faculty of Haverford College unites in
supporting the principle of ethnic diversity. Education involves
a process of self-understanding accomplished through significant
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9. On Ethnic Diversity (continued).

exposure to a variety of viewpoints, thereby fostering sympathetic
understanding for diverse patterns of life and thought, especially
those which differ from the dominant culture. Thus this community
can only be enriched by the presence of persons who reflect diverse
ethnic and cultural heritages. American minorities have significantly
influenced our culture but without full recognition for this contri-
bution. Such recognition can only enhance the quality of community
and education at Haverford. The College, as an expression of its
Quaker tradition, vigorously affirms the principle of ethnic
diversity as it acts to realize that principle in practice.

The faculty approved, refusing to tamper with the wording despite expressed
dissatisfaction with the "can only" locution.

10.Edwin Bronner of the Faculty Committee on Plans for Implementing Coeducation,
referring to a "Memo to the Faculty" (5 February 1979, Annex 2), brought the
faculty up to date on the work of the committee. Mainly Mr. Bronner reported
on the January 29 meeting of President Stevens with the Bryn Mawr faculty,
undertaken in conformity with the "full consultation" requirement specified
in the Two-College Cooperation Agreement of May, 1977. Mr. Bronner stressed
three points:

a) In response to the assumption made by some Bryn Mawr faculty
members that the 1977 Agreement would forestall full coeducation
at Haverford for an indefinite number of years, Mr. Stevens called
attention to the Haverford faculty's "Note of Clarification of the
Section on Objectives" attached to the 1977 Agreement, which states
that the agreement on cooperation "does not require Bryn Mawr
College to abandon its commitment to the education of women nor
Haverford College its commitment to coeducation."

b) Mr. Bronner disagreed with the News Editorial (2 February 1979,
p. 6) in its interpretation of President Stevens , remarks as
"appearing to question" the Bryn Mawr faculty's "commitment to
undergraduate teaching as opposed to graduate study."

c) Mr. Stevens estimated that the enrollment of women at Haverford
would probably not exceed 250 during the next decade. Though
opposed in principle to admission quotas, he would be willing
to agree upon some numerical goal during the initial period "if
Bryn Mawr felt seriously threatened by the new policy."

The Committee on Plans for Implementing Coeducation also opposes admission
quotas for women. "We believe in free access."

NOTE: Douglas Davis' report for the Distinguished Visitors Committee was deferred
till next month because of lack of time.

Adjournment at 5:58 p.m.
Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty



Memo to the Faculty regarding Robert Stevens' meeting with Bryn Mawr Faculty
members on January 29.

From Edwin Bronner, chairman of the Faculty Committee on Plans for implement-
ing Coeducation.

When this committee was named, it was asked to do three things:

1. discover whether the faculty still believed that Haverford should
begin to admit women to all classes in the near future;

2. plan steps, from an educational and curricular view, which should
be taken when a final decision hay been made;

3. "explore ways to involve the Bryn Mawr College faculty in these
discussions and plans in accord with the 'full consultation' required
by the Two College Cooperation Agreement of May, 1977."

The first point was covered by the discussion at the November 16 meeting
when the faculty strongly reaffirmed its support of admitting women to the
freshman class, and the committee is working on the second. In regard to the
final charge, "full consultation" with Bryn Mawr, I quote from my memo to the
Committee on Coeducation, dated November 28:

President Stevens has raised this matter informally with President
Mary Patterson McPherson. They have agreed that the best way -to proceed
would be for Robert Stevens to meet with a group of Bryn Mawr faculty
members to discuss the whole matter of the admission of freshmen women
at Haverford. They felt that this would be the most productive way in
which to fulfill the meaning of the tarn "full consultation" at this
time. I concurred fully with this suggestion and trust that you agree.
If we can avoid bitter confrontation at this point, we would all be
better off. President Stevens also expects to meet with leaders of the
student government at Bryn Mawr and I believe is looking toward holding
both of these meetings in January.

Robert Stevens asked me to accompany him, and I was present at the
January 29 meeting reported in the Mews on Friday, February 2.

The article in the News was a good piece of journalistic reporting which
conveyed the general tenor of the session. My own evaluation was very much in
agreement with the one expressed by President McPherson in the final paragraph:
" 'I think he's [President Stevens] reflecting what the state of the community
is, and is attempting to get the sense of the.feelings of both groups,' she
explained, then went on to say, ' I think he did a pretty good job. I don't
think there was any conscious intent to avoid answering questions.'" On Tuesday
I wrote to her as follows:

I felt that Robert Stevens handled the matter extremely well. He
was honest. He did not claim to know all the answers and yet was diplo-
matic throughout. I felt that most of the questions and comments from
your faculty represented an honest effort to understand the situation
and to explain Bryn Mawr's Position. It was a mere civil discussion
than I feared might result.
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Finally, I would like to comment on three ooints raised in the session
and in the article in the News.

A. Bryn Mawr faculty members were very unhappy about the fact that
Haverford wishes to admit women to all classes, and Robert Stevens as the
bearer of this news bore the brunt of their anger, disappointment and frustration.
Many comments were made about the 1977 Agreement, and several faculty members
said they believed that the agreement had forstalled full coeducation at
Haverford for a number of years. In resoonding to this position President
Stevens read from the "Note of Clarification of the Section on Objectives,"
which the Haverford faculty attached to the May, 1977 Agreement as Appendix
Three. That statement is printed below:

The agreement commits each college to seek agreement from the other
before changing a policy which may have significant impact on the other
institution. On the other hand, it does not grant to either college veto
power over policy changes at the other institution. There is no period
mentioned in the document during which proposals for changes in admissions
policy cannot be raised by individual faculty members or by the entire
faculty of either college. The cooperation agreement, once accepted by
both faculties, provides a framework within which proposals for changes
in admissions policy may be discussed with consultation as provided in
the section entitled Agreement. Proposals for changes in admissions
policy should be made in the context of a careful examination of their
possible impact on the benefits of the plan.

The agreement does not require Bryn Mawr College to abandon its
commitment to the education of women or for Haverford to abandon its
commitment to coeducation. It is assumed that cooperation can proceed
for solid academic reasons despite the fact that each college seeks to
establish different educational atmospheres.

It should also be remembered that when the Haverford faculty agreed, on
December 16, 1976, to join with Bryn Mawr in a new effort to strengthen coopera-
tion, it reaffirmed its commitment to equal admissions for men and women. John
Whitehead, chairman of the Haverford Board of Managers, wrote the following about
this action: In addition to agreeing upon new efforts toward cooperation with
Bryn Mawr, the faculty "...accepted the transfers-only decision as a temporary
policy, but reiterated the faculty's view that women should be admitted to Haver-
ford on the same basis as men. This view has been maturing on the campus for a
number of years, and was widely shared well before the issues of admissions and
economics gave urgency to the discussion." Although this letter, dated January 7,
1977, was addressed to the Haverford alumni, it circulated on both campuses.
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B. While President Stevens talked about the place of graduate educa-
tion at Bryn Mawr, I did not interpret what he said as "...appearing to question
their Bryn Mawr faculty'S] commitment to underc,'aduate teaching as opposed to
graduate study" (Editorial in the News, p. 6). However, I do not doubt that
some persons did interpret his words in that way. In reply to a question about
what he saw fifteen years down the road, he said he suspected that the graduate
program would decrease in importance as the demand for c ,saduate education con-
tinues to diminish.

C. Robert Stevens said that he did not think that Haverford would be
likely to attract more than 250 women in the student body in the next decade.
He added that he was even prepared to consider that Haverford agree upon some
numerical goal during an initial period if Bryn Mawr felt seriously threatened
by the new policy.

He was repeating the advice of college legal counsel, not his own
opinion, when he said that he understood quotas would be legal for Haverford,
and went on to express his own philosophical objections to the concept of quotas.

The Committee on Plans for Implementing Coeducation does not agree with
the concept of admission quotas for women, it believes in free access.

))
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	The following statement will be presented to the facIll 	 fo:
its approval at the February 15 faculty meeting

C %1 '"
STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY

AmAkti,.„- 	 -
The faculty of Haverford College unen4meusIy-,up-

Iseistbs the principle of ethnic diversity, Eduoatior in
volves a process of self-understanding accomplished
through significant exposure to a variety of viewpoints
thereby fostering sympathetic understanding for idivers
patterns of life and thought, especially those which
differ from the dominant culture_ Thus this community
can only be enriched by the presence of persons who re-
flect diverse ethnic and cultural heritages, American'
minorities have significantly influenced our culture
but without full recognition for this contribution
Such recognition can only enhance the quality of rionau
nity and education at Haverford, The College, as an
expression of its Quaker tradition * vigorously affirms
the principle of ethnic diversity as it acts to realize
that principle in practice.
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FROM: Doug Davis, for The Distinguished Visitors Committee

The Distinguished Visitors Committee (DVC) receives from academic and administrative
departments, and from individual faculty and students, requests for approval of a

) variety of speakers and performers. The DVC's primary role in handling such requests
in recent years has been to approve the payment to visitors of honoraria in more or
less standard amounts, and to this end the length and nature of a visitor's proposed
services to the community are considered. The degree of a visitor's putative
distinction is sometimes also proposed to the DVC as a basis for setting honoraria,
and the Committee has attempted to discuss such claims on the basis of information
provided by a recommending department or individual. It is with regard to the setting
of honoraria and several related matters that we seek the advice of the faculty.

Current norms for honoraria are roughly $200 per day, with a typical "day" including
both a public lecture and one or more class meetings, scheduled discussions with
students and faculty, and social hours. Longer visits are usually funded at a
somewhat less than pro rata basis. In addition to individual differences in
distinction among a departments' visitors (e.g., requesting 50% higher honorarium
for a Nobel laureate) and different departmental beliefs about the average honoraria
required to attract visitors of the usual distinctiveness (the $200 figure has been
declared too low by 50% for one department and too high by 100% for another),
visitors are occasionally proposed whose likely cost to the college is an order of
magnitude or more outside the usual band. These visitors, hereafter referred to as
"big", may command honoraria of several thousand dollars. They are typically
figures of considerable public interest who might be expected to attract large
audiences both from the college and the community. The DVC recognizes the potential
worth of such visitors but has had difficulty evaluating requests of this magnitude
in the absence of explicit policy. We seek clarification from the rest of the
community about the following matters:

(1) How many big visitors shall we anticipate bringing in a typical
year, and how big shall their honoraria be assuming that our en-
dowed funds (Philips et al) are roughly adequate to the numbers
and honoraria of recent years, so that an increase in big visitors
may mean reduced, numbers of visitors? As new guidelines for a
big visitor policy with current funds, the committee suggests four
such visitors per year with expenses per visitor (honoria, travel,
and entertainment) averaging $1500. The,resultant $6,000 total
would represent about 15% of the funds dispersed from the Philips,
Moore, Rhoads, Lincoln, Scholars in the Humanities and several
smaller funds.

(2) How shall such visitors be distributed across the divisions, programs
and constituencies of the college? The present DVC favors evalua-
ting big visitor experience over a periad of several years, rather
than imposing a yearly quota.

(3) How shall such requasts be evaluated? Shall we employ special cri-
teria regarding bnmddi of appeal, uniqueness of likely impact, co-
sponsorship and/or coordination with an ongoing program? One appeal-
ing suggestion is to link big visitor requests to symposia or a
speakers series for which the big visitor might serve as keynote
or focus.

) Related but seemingly ancillary questions concern the advisability of
allowing cosponsored visitors routinely to be paid higher honoraria, and
the equity of allowing visitors' sponsors to seek the usual honoraria from
DVC and then augment these from other (non-DVC-administered) funds. The
present DVC views both these practices with some concern, and favors roughly
standard honoraria for non-big visitors regardless of sponsorship.



Memo to the Faculty regarding Robert Stevens' meeting with Bryn Mawr if.141tyt9N
members on January 29.

From Edwin Bronner, chairman of the Faculty Committee on Plans forlHimgebeiRrenitege
ing Coeducation.

When this committee was named, it was asked to do three things:

1. discover whether the faculty still believed that Haverford should •
begin to admit women to all classes in the near future;

2. plan steps, from an educational and curricIllAr view, which should
be taken when a final decision has been made;

3. "explore ways to involve the Bryn Mawr College faculty in these
discussions and plans in accord with the 'full consultation' required
by the Two College Cooperation Agreement of May, 1977."

The first point was covered by the discussion at the November 16 meeting
when the faculty strongly reaffirmed its support of admitting women to the
freshman class, and the committee is working on the second. In regard to the
final charge, "full consultation" with Bryn Mawr, I quote from my memo to the
Committee on Coeducation, dated November 28:

President Stevens has raised this matter informally with President
Mary Patterson McPherson. They have agreed that the best way to proceed
would be for Robert Stevens to meet with a group of Bryn Mawr faculty
members to discuss the whole matter of the admission of freshmen women
at Haverford. They felt that this would be the most productive way in
which to fulfill the meaning of the term "full consultation" at this
time. I concurred fully with this suggestion and trust that you ag.ree.
If we can avoid bitter confrontation at this point, we would all be
better off. President Stevens also expects to meet with leaders of the
student government at Bryn Mawr and I believe is looking toward holding
both of these meetings in January.

Robert Stevens asked me to accompany him, and I was present at the
January 29 meeting reported in the News on Friday, February 2.

The article in the News was a good piece of journalistic reporting which
conveyed the general tenor of the session. My own evaluation was very much in
agreement with the one expressed by President McPherson in the final paragraph:
" 'I think he's [President Stevens] reflecting what the state of the community
is, and is attempting to get the sense of the feelings of both groups,' she
explained, then went on to say, ' I think he did a pretty good job. I don't
think there was any conscious intent to avoid answering questions.'" On Tuesday
I wrote to her as follows:

I felt that Robert Stevens handled the matter extremely well. He
was honest. He did not claim to know all the answers and yet was diplo-
matic throughout. I felt that most of the questions and comments from
your faculty represented an honest effort to understand the situation
and to explain Bryu Hawr's position. It was a more civil discussion
than I feared might result.
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Finally, I would like to comment on three points raised in the session
and in the article in the News.

A. Bryn Mawr faculty members were very =happy about the fact that
Haverford wishes to admit women to all classes, and Robert Stevens as the
bearer of this news bore the brunt of the' ,- anger, disappointment and frustration.
Many comments were made about the 1977 Agreement, and several faculty members
said they believed that the agreement had forstalled full coeducation at
Haverford for a number of years. In responding to this position ?resident
Stevens read from the "Note of Clarification of the Section on Objectives,"
which the Haverford faculty attached to the May, 1977 A7—eement as Appendix
Three. That statement is printed below:

The agreement commits each college to seek agreement from the other
before changing a policy which may have significant impact on the other
institution. On the other hand, it does not grant to either college veto
power over policy changes at the other institution. There is no period
mentioned in the document during which proposals for changes in admissions
policy cannot be raised by individual faculty members or by the entire
faculty of either college. The cooperation agreement, once accepted by
both faculties, provides a framework within which proposals for changes
in admissions policy may be discussed with consultation as orovided in
the section entitled Agreement. ?roposals for changes in admissions
policy should be made in the context of a careful examination of their
possible impact on the benefits of the plan.

The agreement does not require Bryn Mawr College to abandon its
commitment to the education of women or for Haverford to abandon its
commitment to coeducation. :t is assumed that cooperation can proceed
for solid academic reasons despite the fact that each college seeks to
establish different educational atmospheres.

It should also be remembered that when the Haverford faculty agreed, on
December 16, 1976, to join with Bryn Mawr in a new effort' to strengthen c000era-
tion, it reaffirmed its commitment to equal admissions for men and women. John
Whitehead, chairman of the Haverford Board of Managers, wrote the following about
this action: In addition to agreeing upon new efforts toward cooperation with
Bryn Mawr, the faculty "...accepted the transfers-only decision as a temporary
policy, but reiterated the faculty's view that women should be admitted to Haver-
ford on the same basis as men. This view has been maturing on the campus for a
number of years, and was widely shared well before the issues of admissions and
economics gave urgency to the discussion." Although this letter, dated January 7,

. 1977, was addressed to the Haverford alumni, it circulated on both campuses.
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B. While President Stevens talked about the place of graduate educa-
tion at Bryn Mawr, I did not interpret what he said as "...appearing to question
their [Bryn Mawr faculty's] commitment to undergraduate teaching as opposed to
graduate study" (Editorial in the News, p. 6). However, I do not doubt that
some persons did interpret his words in that way. In reply to a question about
what he saw fifteen years down the road, he said he suspected that the graduate
program would decrease in importance as the demand for xmaduate education con-
tinues to diminish.

C. Robert Stevens said that he did not think that Haverford would be
likely to attract more than 250 women in the student body in the next decade.
He added that he was even prepared to consider that Haverford agree upon some
numerical goal during an initial period if Bryn Mawr felt seriously threatened
by the new policy.

He was repeating the advice of college legal counsel, not his own
opinion, when he said that he understood quotas would be legal for Haverford,
and went on to express his own philosophical objections to the concept of quotas.

The Committee on Plans for Implementing Coeducation does not agree with
the concept of admission quotas for women, it believes in free access.

•



FROM: Doug Davis, for The Distinguished Visitors Committee

The Distinguished Visitors Committee (DVC) receives from academic and administrative
\ departments, and from individual faculty and students, requests for approval of a
/variety of speakers and performers. The DVC's primary role in handling such requests
in recent years has been to approve the payment to visitors of honoraria in more or
less standard amounts, and to this end the length and nature of a visitor's proposed
services to the community are considered. The degree of a visitor's putative
distinction is sometimes also proposed to the DVC as a basis for setting honoraria,
and the Committee has attempted to discuss such claims on the basis of information
provided by a recommending department or individual. It is with regard to the setting
of honoraria and several related matters that we seek the advice of the faculty.

Current norms for honoraria are roughly $200 per day, with a typical "day" including
both a public lecture and one or more class meetings, scheduled discussions with
students and faculty, and social hours. Longer visits are usually funded at a
somewhat less than pro rata basis. In addition to individual differences in
distinction among a departments' visitors (e.g., requesting 50% higher honorarium
for a Nobel laureate) and different departmental beliefs about the average honoraria
required to attract visitors of the usual distinctiveness (the $200 figure has been
declared too low by 50% for one department and too high by 100% for another),
visitors are occasionally proposed whose likely cost to the college is an order of
magnitude or more outside the usual band. These visitors, hereafter referred to as
"big", may command honoraria of several thousand dollars. They are typically
figures of considerable public interest who might be expected to attract large
audiences both from the college and the community. The DVC recognizes the potential
worth of such visitors but has had difficulty evaluating requests of this magnitude
in the absence of explicit policy. We seek clarification from the rest of the
community about the following matters:

(1) How many big visitors shall we anticipate bringing in a typical
year, and how big shall their honoraria be assuming that our en-
dowed funds (Philips et al) are roughly adequate to the numbers
and honoraria of recent years, so that an increase in big visitors
may mean reduced numbers of visitors? As new guidelines for a
big visitor policy with current funds, the committee suggests four
suck visitors per year with expenses per visitor (honoria, travel,
and entertainment) averaging $1500. The resultant $6,000 total
would represent about 15Z of the funds despersed from the Philips,
Moore, Rhoads, Lincoln, Scholars in the Humanities and several
smaller funds.

(2) How shall such visitors be distributed across the divisions, programs
and constituencies of the college? The present DVC favors evalua-
ting big visitor experience over a period of several years, rather
than imposing a yearly quota.

(3) How shall such requests be evaluated? Shall we employ special cri-
teria regarding breadth of appeal, uniqueness of likely impact, co-
sponsorship and/or coordination with an ongoing program? One appeal-
ing suggestion is to link big visitor requests to symposia or a
speakers series for which the big visitor might serve as keynote
or focus.

Related but seemingly ancillary questions concern the advisability of
allowing cosponsored visitors routinely to be paid higher honoraria, and
the equity of allowing visitors' sponsors to seek the usual honoraria from
DVC and then augment these from other (non-DVC-administered) funds. The
present DVC views both these practices with some concern, and favors roughly

C,, Im^n—hia viitmrc raanrAlnec of Qnn,c,,chin
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	 PRo r 0 March 1979

Stephen Cary, Clerk
	

:23 p.m.

A moment of silence.
	 MAR 2 0

1. The Clerk announced that Harvey Glickmailtallertarciltptiegfi
had on principle absented themselves from the meeting.

d Melvin Santer

2. The President described the events that had led to his calling the special
meeting and asked the Faculty's advice in the matter of the "non-negotiable
demands" made by the Students for Democratic Education.

While he sympathized with the students' desire for greater social diversity
within the stuaent body, the President noted the practical problems involved
in attempting to bring this diversity about. Money is the issue: the
College is likely to have a deficit in two years, a situation that will
probably get worse, even to the point, perhaps ten years hence, of threatening
our independent status. Grant money for minority programs exists but is
usually designated for pre-professional or other special programs, not for
general liberal arts programs like our own. Whatever money may be available
will be needed to keep us where we are.

Referring to Michael Weinstein's estimate of the cost of implementing the
students' demands, the President noted possible implications for the College
four years hence, including reductions in number of faculty, large increases
in tuition, and salary cuts, either campus-wide or limited to faculty.
Recognizing that we are already becoming "tuition-dependent," the President
suggested that at issue is the question of keeping the College what it is.
He expressed his hope that concerned students would become involved in vital
areas of our operation such as recruiting and fund raising.

3. Certain concerns predominated in the discussion that followed.

A. Whetherl under the circumstances, the meeting and the discussion were
appropriate troubled several. Examples:

The faculty must not give the appearance of responding to coercion.
We should be fully informed of the reasons for calling a special or

emergency meeting.
No one should acknowledge the idea of non-negotiable demands.
Non-negotiable demands should be accepted or rejected in toto.
The present meeting is "senseless"; vital issues of this sort

cannot be considered under pressure.
Discussion must be kept unemotional and impersonal.
We should avoid taking positions as adversaries of concerned students,

who should be thanked for taking the initiative.
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B. The financial implications of the students' demands prompted several
remarks. Examples:

The situation may be considerably more grim that the President, who
is "optimistic," suggests.

We have near us an example of the dangers of deficit spending.
We are pricing ourselves out of the range of most Americans.
We are unsure what we mean.by "working-class."
Outside money is available and can be raised.
Outside money may be available but is very hard to raise.
The College is not in a good position for receiving public funds;

foundation money, however, might be found with much effort and
more personnel.

We must recognize and admit our financial limitations.

C Others were concerned with certain educational aspects of the demands.
Examples:

Changing the social composition of the student body would result in
a two-track system that would intensify problems of racism and
stereotyping.

"Experimental" students are hurt in such a process.
Changing the curriculum, or one's own manner of teaching, is not easy;

"re-tooling" the faculty is a difficult concept to grasp.
Some curriculum changes have been made.

D. The "real issue" was questioned:

Talk about money obscures the question of our real position regarding
diversity.

We should stop the "pretense" of diversifying.

4. The President thanked the Faculty for its advice, which was clearly to reject
the demands of the Students for Democratic Education. The Clerk added that
we should appeal to the students for specific helpful ideas.

Adjournment at 6:05 p.m.

Joanne Hutchinson
Secretary, pro tem.
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March 7, 1979

Students for Democratic =ducation

As you requested, I am resnonding to your non-negotiable demands dated
the Sth day of March, 1979.

As I told vou when we met, I thought non-negotiable demands were in-
consistent with the snirit of Haverford College. That is a position from
which I have not retreated. As I told you when we first met, I think your
concerns about increasing the diversity of students at Haverford College are
in the very best traditions of the College. I share these concerns.

I had an onnortunity of meeting with the faculty on Tuesday afternoon.
I explained my position to them; they offered their advice to me. In the
light of their advice, I now feel able to offer you my comments on your
various demands.

'While, as I say, I am sympathetic to the spirit of the demands, I have
to say that most of the specific demands and the method of solution you have
proposed are not acceptable, either to me or to the faculty. While I am
president of the College, I trust we shall be particularly sensitive to the
very concerns you have addressed; but I am eoually anxious that we not make
representations or commitments which the College cannot then follow through
on - however politically convenient it might be at the moment of making these
commitments.

In this regard, your first suggestion that we move either immediately or
mediately to increase dramatically the number of minority o working class
students, is one that I think Haverford cannot commit itself to either now or
in the immediate future. We are an underfunded, private institution. Even
well funded institutions of higher education are year-by-year becoming more
tuition dependent. Our /position is appreciably more perilous. The cost , for
instance, of replacing one hundred middle class students who receive partial
scholarship with one hundred working class students (the ethics of which itself
is somewhat dubious) would require at least an incremental $370,000 a Year.
This is in addition to all the grants and loans which might be available from
other sources - both nrivate and public. Since the College, two years down
the road, will be running a deficit which is likely to be at least S280,000
a year, we would need an incremental $650,000 a year for the College to meet
its obligations. For me to even hint that such a nrogram was a possibility in
the light of these figures would be as dishonest as it would be dishonorable.
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Let me sav again, however, that I appreciate your concerns and admire
your convictions and your willingness tc commit yourselves to the cause of
diversity in the name of Haverford Coller,e. With that in mind, I am asking
each one of vou specifically to work with either the Development Office in
searching for incremental funds for minority scholarships, or with the
Admissions Office to search out more minority students. The need for both
activities is pressing, and I hone very much that you will be prepared to
donate your services during the spring vacation next week. In particular
Asoka Cangadean and John Beckerman have agreed to work with Bernie Henderson
in the Development Office to coordinate these efforts, while Bill hohenstein,
relmon Davis, Muhammad Kenvatta have agreed to work with 3i11 Ambler in the
Admissions Office to coordinate your efforts. I very much hope each and every
one of you will be orenared to make this personal commitment to the cause of
diversity.

Let me sav in closing that I think the snirit of the faculty meeting was
clear. Your concerns are shared. The faculty anoreciates vou underlining' the
need to keep the issue of diversity - especially in admissions - constantly
to the fore; but at the same time, the faculty feels as I do that Haverford,
as a democratic institution, has to respect its own procedures.

Mike Weinstein, Chairman of the AAC will hold open meetings on the Could
and related proposals after the vacation; Claude Wintner on behalf of EPC will
be holding open hearings on the Could _Proposal in due course. In the traditions
of Haverford College, I trust vou will appear at these meetings to make your
views known so that the full implications of any such proposal can be appropriately
discussed and debated in these committees and ultimately reported to the faculty.

SincerelY,

Robert Stevens

.	 .

RS:am



TO: The College Community

FROM: Minority Coalition

DATE: March 6, 1979

It is the belief of the Minority Coalition at Haverford that it is a
highly desirable and socially just goal that the Haverford student body
equally represent a cross-section of the American population. Consequently,
we now express our support for the demands presented by the Students for Demo-
cratic Education (SDE) to the Haverford administration. However, this support
is conditional upon the inclusion of the following concerns in the negotiations
of the SDE demands. We believe that the addition of these concerns only
increase the feasibility of the successful implementation of the SDE
demands.

(1) The Office of Minority Affairs appears to be overburdened with the
influx of increased numbers of minority students. In light of the often
hostile social environments which these students encounter At Haverford, and
mindful of inadequacies in counseling and support services for them, we call
for an expansion of this office. The fashion in which the expansion of this
office will take place should be dealt with according to the feelings of
Karla Spurlock Evans, Director of Minority Affairs, and the minority students
at Haverford.

(2) We especially support the demand "to reform the curriculum so as
to accommodate all students and to improve the general quality of education
at Haverford" and call for immediate steps to meet these demands.

(3) Recognizing that many Haverford students come to this community
from socially homogeneous life situations, we recommend cultural enrichment
of the curriculum in the fashion of experiential involvement of social
services in cross-cultural situations as well as in course work relative to
race relations. A first step in this direction could be a continued endorse-
ment of the Eighth Dimension Program and its incorporation into the curriculum.

(4) College Committee on Faculty Appointments -- It would be unaccept-
able to increase the number of minority students without concurrently meeting
the College's timetable of increasing the number of minority faculty. There-
fore, if after CCFA's third year in existence, it is not responsible for the
addition of 3 to 4 minority faculty on tenure track positions beyond the
already two tenured minority faculty (i.e., half of its share of the time-
table's goal), CCFA should immediately be dissolved and the responsibility
of meeting the timetable fall on the Administration or the Board of Managers
as originally proposed by the Minority Coalition in its statement of March 29, 1978.

(5) We are in total agreement that the incoming students should be
informed as to the past history of the racial tensions on campus. We feel
that we are in the best position to relate the situation, therefore, we are
willing to accept the role of informing the incoming minority students on this
matter.

(6) In keeping with the Quaker witness against racism and conscious of
the economic participation of our College in the enslavement of over 20 million
people in South Africa, we call upon Haverford College to immediately
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divest itself of all investments in multinational corporations doing business
in South Africa.

(7) Finally, we as minority students are painfully aware of the
personal as well as institutional dimensions of racism at Haverford. There-
fore, we urge each member of the Haverford community to take it upon
herself/himself to continue the struggle against racism.

In solidarity with Students for Democratic Education,

The Minority Coalition.
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Regular Meeting 	 22 March 1979
Edwin Bronner, Clerk 	 tem
	

4:18 p.m.

A moment of silence.

1. The President's Report. Mr. Stevens spoke on minority concerns: what we
have accomplished so far and where we aim to go. In particular he
answered point by point the concerns stated in a communication to "the
College Community" from the Minority Coalition, dated 6 March 1979.

The Office of Minority Affairs. Pressures on this office will in
part be alleviated by the part-time assistance of Gerry . Williams.

Curricular Reform. Changes in the offerings of the Chemistry,
Biology, and Mathematics departments reflect the concern of the college
to make our curriculum more accessible to all our students. Similar
proposals from other departments would be welcome. We need to make our
academic offerings more ethnically diverse, though a total restructuring
in the interests of working class and minority students, as has been
proposed, would be of doubtful morality, not to mention the impracticality
of "so dramatic an experiment." There are no easy solutions and we must
proceed responsibly. The Educational Policy Committee plans open meetings
on curricular reform.

The Eighth Dimension. We are committed to the support of this program
for next year. It foundation help is not forthcoming we should fund the
program ourselves.

The College Committee on Faculty Appointments (CCFA). Though "the
jury is still out on faculty appointments" we now have five minority faculty
members on tenure track and another appointment in a regular position. Not-
ing the difficulties faced by the CCFA, Mr. Stevens said he "admires" the
work of this committee, strongly supports it, and expects results this year
and next that will vindicate our procedures. If faculty targeting does not
achieve its goal, however, more "Draconian" measures will have to be taken.

Incoming Minorit Students. Mr. Stevens agreed that matriculants
should be informed of the past history of racial tension on this campus,
and that the task of so informing them should be entrusted to the Minority
Coalition.

Divestiture. Should Haverford College "immediately divest itself of
all investments in multinational corporations doing business in South
Africa" (Minority Coalition, 6 March 1979)? Citing his awn experience in
Africa and noting the complexities involved, Mr. Stevens confessed his
personal perplexity on this issue. "I am ambivalent. I flipflop." He
would welcome advice from the faculty.

Countering Alleged Racism at Haverford. There is no cause for compla-
cency, but we are making progress. (a) By July 1 minority administrators
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will constitute 20% of the administration. (b) There are now five tenure-
track minority faculty members. (c) In admissions, comparative figures
from 1972 and 1978 may be instructive. In 1972 the freshman class was
4.1% minority (3.7% Black and Hispanic), and all classes together were 7.8%
minority (7.2% Black and Hispanic). In 1978 the freshman class was 12.4%
minority (9.7% Black and Hispanic), and all classes together were 8.2% minority
(6.4% Black and Hispanic). Mr. Stevens singled out our minority recruiters
for praise. Next year the Admissions Office will be 50% Black and we are on
the way to a possible doubling of our minority enrollment.

Peroration. "Racism" is a word bandied about these days, but it is not
very helpful. We need to stress our common goals. Confrontation is not
always wise or productive, though now and then "we may need a kick in the
pants." We must keep the goal of ethnic diversity in the forefront of our
minds and prepare ourselves for some tough decisions ahead, decisions
involving priorities. Every constituency of the college--Board, faculty,
administration, students--now has its awn organ for dealing with problems of
race and diversity. If we have concerns we know where to take them.

2. The Clerk informed the faculty that the Minority Coalition had asked for
the faculty's response to their concerns of 6 March 1979. Since a special
meeting on the budget was already scheduled for Tuesday March 27, the
faculty, after considerable debate, reluctantly agreed to hold a special
meeting during Fifth Day Meeting hour, March 29, on concerns of the
Minority Coalition.

Claude Wintner of the Educational Policy Committee presented various
curricular proposals for faculty adoption, proposals previously circulated
(7 March 1979; Annex 1).

a) Mr. Wintner first noted these corrections in the document:
p. 1, middle of 2nd column: "One sequence for premedical students. . . ."
p. 3, 1st column, item 12: cancel.
p. 6, 2nd column: Math 103d and 103e are both to be crosslisted G.P.

b) Changes in Chemistry.
Chem. 107 and 202 to be dropped in favor of three intermediate-level
courses: 204b Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry; 206b Physical Chemistry I;
and 207a Physical Chemistry II. As a result of these changes there will
now be a sequence for students with weaker science preparation, as well
as sequences for chemistry majors and premedical students.

Pressure of numbers was the immediate cause of the proposed changes,
involving some sacrifice of labs at the elementary level. Discussion
uncovered qualitative gains and losses.

The faculty approved the revised curriculum in chemistry for one
year, on the condition that the chemistry and biology departments would
resolve their differences over certain alleged "inequities" in "student
tracking" which the new program introduces, involving the two departments.

c) Anew major in Classical Civilization.
Requirements: 4 semesters of either Greek or Latin, 2 or 3 semesters of
Greek and Roman history, a concentration of 3 semesters in Archeology
(BMC, 200-level and up) or Classical Literature or Ancient Philosophy
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and Religion, a Senior Seminar (spring term); and 3 elective courses,
one of which must be from an area not chosen under concentration.

The faculty approved "this new kind of major," especially in view
of the fact that it involves no new courses or new personnel. "All
this costs the college nothing."

d) Changes in Mathematics:
(1) the dropping of 119 and 121; (2) revision of catalog descriptions
of the freshman calculus courses, 113 and 114; (3) new sophomore
sequences: for non-majors, 213-214, for majors, 215-216, both sequences
covering topics in nultivariable calculus, linear algebra, and
differential equations; (IL) various new intermediate and advanced
topics courses. The mathematics department also increased course
requirements for majors from 11 to 12, and renumbered several courses.

The faculty approved these changes. One speaker, doubtless
expressing the opinion of many, asserted that the new math curriculum
better fits its context in liberal education, and should prove of
value to other departments, outside the sciences as well as in.

e) Changes in Music:
The proposal adds two courses in keyboard studies and several history
courses; attaches a lab to both elementary and advanced theory courses;
revises requirements for private study and for the major. The history
courses now to be offered at Haverford embrace Medieval, Renaissance,
Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Contemporary periods. Mr. Wintner
noted that these changes follow upon the "effective demise" of the
music department at Bryn Mawr.

The faculty approved.

f) The faculty gave permanent (indefinite) approval to the following new
courses:

Economics 223a: History of Inequality and Work in the United States
310a: Economic Research

History 225: Europe Since 1789
	" 	 345b: Topics in American Legal History

Physics 318d: Atoms and Molecules

	

"	 318e: Laser Spectroscopy
All except the first of those listed will be offered next year and in
alternate years. Econ. 223a will be offered in the fall of 1980.

g) The - faculty approved the following courses for 1979-80:
English 268a: American Fiction & Its Criticism, 1950 to the Present

	

"	 229b: American & British Drama, 1950 to the Present
GP/Classics 213: The Classical Tradition in Modern Literature

(jointly taught by Mr. Gutwirth & Ms. Roberts; enrollment
United to 25)

Physics 317b: Fluid Dynamics with Applications
GP/Biology 100b: Experimental Approaches to Principles in Biology

The United enrollment specified for GP/Classics 213 provoked discussion
before acceptance. GP/Biology 100b is approved for two years--1979-80
and 1980-81.
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4. Michael Weinstein of the Administrative Advisory Committee, preparing the
faculty for the Special Meeting on the Budget scheduled for March 27,
pointed to two "problematic" proposals:

a) Financial aid to students for study away from Haverford to be
eliminated. The current cost of this program is $36,000. "We
can't maintain it."

b) Four freshmen per two-bedroom apartment to become the standard
"density" in HPA housing. (Mr. Weinstein was not sure of the
Legality of this proposal.)

To make ands meet, alternatives to these proposals,
might be
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should	 be rejected,
1

c) further tuition increase, and/or

d) more modest raises in faculty and staff salaries.

Discussion mainly focused on the hardship that the elimination of
funds for study away from Haverford would work on students who have
already made plans,

Adjournment at 6:04 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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1. The minutes of the special meeting of 6 March 1979 were approved as
circulated. The minutes of the regular meeting of 15 February 1979 were
emended at two points: (1) under "Admission of Freshman Women," Minute 2,
the change of a word, as underlined: ". . . such admission might [instead
of twould'2 entail renegotiation of the current student exchange arrange-
ment between Haverford and Bryn Mawr. . . ." and (2) a subsequent revision
of the entry under "Investments and Social Responsibility," Minute 2, as
follows:

The Students' Association in February passed a resolution
calling not for blanket divestment, but (a) for the expansion
of the Board's sense of their investment responsibilities to
include considerations of both the sale and purchase of
stocks, and in particular (0) for the avoidance of those
corporations "which are involved in the perpetuation of
apartheid" in South Africa.

The minutes of 15 February 1979, thus emended, await approval.

2. The Clerk announced a special "spring clean-up" of the campus, organized
by Jane Pepper, scheduled for Saturday, April 7, 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Among the projects: spreading woodchips on the nature trail; pruning and
removing trash around the Duck Pond and in Duck Pond Creek; removing
Norway Uaple seedlings in woods behind Duck Pond Lane; transplanting
fruit trees from nursery to orchard. Crew leaders and tools are needed.

3. Michael Weinstein presented the Administrative Advisory Committee's
Budget Report to the Faculty, dated 27 March 1979 (final version), and
previously circulated.

a) As Mr. Weinstein informed the faculty, $18,000 in additional funds
to be provided by the federal government allows the committee to propose
allocating $9,000 for Study Away next year (to go to 2 or 3 qualified
students as determined by a faculty committee), and to withdraw its
recommendation that 40 instead of 32 freshmen live at IPA next year,
4 students per 2-bedroom apartment.

b) Discussion of the proposed budget ranged over such matters as

the lag of faculty and staff salary increases behind the
rising consumer price index for the Philadelphia area
(7% is "an absolute minimum increase");

Study Away and the desirability of cushioning the effects
of a discontinuance of this program;

the threat of future deficits and the necessity of
economizing even more now;

the need forlong-range planning on the part of the AAC
and for concentrating on "main issues" instead of
on administrative, day-to-day business.
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c) President Stevens tharked the Administrative Advisory Committee for
their work and agreed that the committee should shift its attention
to long-range considerations. "Where will we be in five years'
time?" Difficult policy decisions lie ahead. Mr. Stevens

expressed concern over the tuition raise but considered
it unavoidable;

said he would like to increase faculty salaries more ("our
relative standing among the professions has worsened
in recent years") and would do everything he could to
keep up with inflation;

argued for restoring the contingency fund of $30,000
(deleted from the preliminary budget by the AAC),
and coupling it with a "very frugal budget";

explained the necessity of achieving and maintaining a
balanced budget, which he linked with the operation
of a contingency fund.

4. The faculty approved the Budget Report by the Administrative Advisory
Committee, with the understanding that it goes first to the President,
who submits it, along with the administration's budget and the
President's own recommendation, to the Finance Committee of the Board
of Managers, who present the various recommendations, including their
own, to the Board as a whole for final decision.

5. Holland Hunter, Chairman of the Campus Development Campaign, spoke on
the goals set by the steering committee: to raise gifts and pledges
totalling $20,000, and to achieve a high degree of participation,
matching at least that of our A11711711, 60% of whom contribute to the
College each year. The local campaign stresses two priority needs--
energy conservation and minority scholarships.

6. The Clerk reminded the faculty of the Special Meeting on Minority
Coalition concerns scheduled for Thursday, March 29, at 10-11 a.m., the
Fifth Day Meeting hour. Several voices were raised emphatically against
the idea of sacrificing this hour to a faculty meeting, but the commit-
ment had been made in this case, and an uneasy consensus favored honoring
that commitment.

Adjournment at 6 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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Dear Grey:

I think it would be well to have that two-week spring
vacation. I agree with all the reasons which you give.
I don't think that closing one week later would put a
summer-job-seeker at a disadvantage. I doubt that any-
body,would fall afoul of Pennsylvania's summer school.

Yours,

Jo



REMINDER

Special Faculty Meeting - to discuss the AAC's recommendations on
the 79/80 budget:	 Tuesday, March 27, 4:15 P.M., Common Room

The Faculty agreed that if time permitted they would begin discussion
of the Minority Coalition concerns at this meeting also. President
Stevens has asked me to circulate this letter addressed to him to all
Faculty.	 This is the letter that was presented to the Clerk at the
Meeting of 3/22.

Thomas D'Andrea
March 26, 1979

Robert Stevens, President
Haverford College

Dear President Stevens:

We have reviewed your letter dated March 7. Although

we appreciate your invitation to meet, we feel that two

concerns preclude productive discussion of the Coalition's

March 6 memorandum.

First, consideration of the March 6 memorandum in

isolation from the SDE demands of March 5 is contrary to

the spirit of the Coalition statement. The Coalition

expressed "conditional support" of the SDE's demands, with

the concerns outlined in the memorandum to be included in

any negotiations. These concerns were intended only to

"increase the feasibility of the successful implementation

of the SDE demands," Any other reading of the memorandum

would distort the statement's intention, and, therefore,

Coalition's position on the issue.

Second, we are uncomfortable about your position on

the overall implementation of diversity at the College.

Although we are familiar with your criticisms of the var-

ious proposals that have been presented to the Havel-ford

community, we*can find no definitive statement of your 

ideas on how to best diversify the student body, faculty,

and administration of Haverford College. Because of the

over



im7ortance of your position as President of the College,

we believe that your thoughts on the future of diversity

at Haverford would be beneficial to any discussion bet-

ween us, as well as any discussion of the subject in the

Haverford community at large.

We do not wish these concerns to be a permanent

block to communication between us. We await your res-

ponse as a means of providing a more constructive atmo-

sphere for discussion and decision.

The Minority Coalition

cc: Stephen Cary, Vice-President
Thomas D'Andrea, Provost
Gregory Kannerstein, Acting Dean of the College
Adolphus Williams, Dean of Student Affairs
William Ambler, Director of Admissions
Karla Spurlock-Evans, Director of Minority Affairs
Students for Democratic Education



Haverford College
OFFICE OF THE
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE
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March 26, 1979

To: Haverford Faculty and Administration

Re: 1980-1983 Calendar

Enclosed is the proposed 1980-1983 Bryn Mawr College calendar with
which Dean Mary Maples Dunn has courteously provided us. The Bryn Mawr faculty
will discuss this calendar at its April meeting. If you have any comments or
reactions, I would appreciate having them by Monday, April 16, so that our
faculty may, if necessary, discuss this proposal at its meeting of April 19.

I call your attention to the opening of classes before Labor Day in
1981 and 1982. Labor Day falls quite late (September 7 in 1981 and September
6 in 1982) in those years. To wait until after Labor Day to start classes in
those years could well intensify the pressures felt during the review period
and the semester examination period itself as well as cut down on time available
for instruction. But Tom D'Andrea and I would very much like to have your
thoughts on this facet of the proposed calendar as well as on any others.

I'd also like to take this opportunity to ask for long-range contempla-
tion of an arrangement many other colleges have recently adopted: the two-week
spring vacation. Under such an arrangement, the spring vacation would begin
a week earlier than has been our wont and continue for two weeks; the spring
semester would end a week later.

Reasons favoring this plan include: savings in energy costs, defusing
/

(9"	
the February depression, allowing students to enjoy another week of the campuses
in their spring splendor, coordinating vacations for faculty with school children's

ti
lelP and for students with friends at other colleges, a "real" chance to relax and to

do some work which requires uninterrupted contemplation before the most hectic

sele/
period of the year, and providing another week for spring activities which are
now cramped and curtailed.

SilL
CO'

There may, of course, be drawbacks to such a plan. One would be going

4r41'4	

out of phase with some branches of the University of Pennsylvania; however, this
lir plan would actually make for better coordination with Swarthmore.

Please let me know what you think.

GK
19s1j4 ite:Y/ de):AC 	Nel*Z%'

L% ZseofAtor-	 • VN(1,
Ncovivolt‘ 	%C:

cc*	 .79
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was delighted that we were able to attract 12% (some 9.7% black and Hispanic)
minorities in the incoming class this academic year (33 out of 267). No doubt
we can do more; but compared with our peer institutions it is not as bad a
picture as is sometimes painted. In 1975 there were 42 minority students (37
black and Hispanic); last year there were 61 (50 black and Hispanic); this year
there are 78 (61 black and Hispanic). I am committed to keeping up these
special efforts in recruiting, so that this kind of significant progress will
continue. We may have disappointments in some given year, but the direction
and the commitment must remain unambiguous.

The new administrators in the admissions office next year - Ralph
Boyd and Joe Mason - are important evidence of our commitment. We must be
realistic, however, that as an underendowed private liberal arts institution in
an increasingly competitive market, we shall have difficulties attracting
students - both majority and minority. We shall need the help of all segments
of this community - faculty, staff and students - to help us attract persons
from groups that have not seriously considered Haverford in earlier years.

It was in this context that I expressed my two-fold concerns about
the SDE proposals.

We need to make our courses more accessible to those who are less
well prepared for an academically rigorous institution like this one. We do
need to make our curriculum more ethnically diverse. I am not yet, however,
prepared to assume that such changes will require us totally to restructure the
curriculum. Indeed, I think it faintly patronizing to both working class and
minority students to make such an assumption; and I have grave doubts about
the morality, not to mention the practicality, of so dramatic an experiment.
We have begun work in these directions, but this is one of those matters where
it is important to proceed responsibly. While it is always attractive to be
an advocate of immediate action and easy solutions, to attempt to rush blindly
into a program like this would be putting at hazard the gains we have made
and might well be prejudicing the most important elements of a Haverford
education.

Intellectual and personal integrity also forced me to dissent from
the SDE demands, reflecting as they did a total lack of realism about Haverford
economics. Haverford is no longer a wealthy institution, if it ever were. The
Administrative Advisory Committee is spending the remainder of this semester
beginning the process of proposing major cuts in academic and other programs
which will become necessary in the fall of next year as the result of the in-
creasing financial difficulties that we face.

Scholarship funds at the moment more than exhaust the amount of income
we receive from the unrestricted endowment. The size of our endowment, in real
terms, has decreased 56% in the last 12 years while the number of students has
doubled. Incremental scholarship money comes from general funds. General funds
come almost exclusively from tuition and fees. There are limits to now far we
can press this source of funding. Of course it would be possible to take funds
from other academic or administrative programs. Such a drastic reordering of
priorities must, however, result from serious and searching discussions in AAC
and EPC, not in response to sudden demands from some specific section of the
campus.

-2-



Of course we should strive for more outside funding. Such incre-
mental outside funds are likely to be both limited and difficult to raise. I
would, therefore, be particularly delighted to see a commitment by those on campus
to help us raise more money so that we can not only continue our existing pro-
grams, but may also accelerate the pace of achieving diversity. More funds
could thus lead to commitments to provide more scnolarship aid.

I hope that my statement to the faculty the other day and this letter
will make more communication possible - even in an informal kind of way.
Indeed, I have been somewhat disappointed this year that we haven't had an
opportunity of meeting on a regular basis. You have my commitment. You nave
had it since the day I arrived on this campus. I appreciate Your advice and
help.

Sincerely,

Robert B. Stevens
RBS:nmg
cc: The Haverford Community



Haverford College
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

HAVERFORD. PA. 19041 215-649-9600

March 25, 1979

TO: The Members of the Minority Coalition

Thank you for your letter of March 21. I appreciate an opportunity
to respond to it and to expand my comments in response to your memorandum
of March 6.

At the outset, I want to reiterate both a personal and institutional
commitment to diversity. I had hoped I had made my views clear both in the
first collection and in the inaugural speech. I trusted that my work since
then not only with respect to appointments in both the faculty and in the
administration, but also in admissions, would have been tangible evidence
of my commitment. Let there be no misunderstanding, I am vigorously committed to
the maximum amount of diversity in student body, faculty, administration and
curriculum. I look forward to this college becoming the kind of community
where diversity is seen as synonymous with strength. I am determined that we
shall succeed in those endeavors; and while we need to be constantly reminded
of our responsibilities, I believe that you will not be disappointed in the
performance.

Your memo of March 6 expressed concern about half a dozen specific issues.
Most of you were at the faculty meeting, but let me summarize what I said.
I had already made arrangements to expand the support for Karla Spurlock-Evans
in minority affairs; I am committed to finding funding for the Eighth Dimension
for next year. I have been calling for increased diversity in the curriculum
since I arrived; and we have begun to make real progress in enabling students
who meet our qualifications, although coming from less well prepared backgrounds,
to adapt rapidly to this environment.

I am strongly committed to the targeting process in faculty hiring. I have
no doubt that the process we have developed is vital, not only as a manifestation
of our moral commitment to diversify the faculty and the administration, but alsc
in - order to strengthen Haverford. Targeting is already succeeding in the ad-
ministration (it will be 20% minority by July 1). I think the jury is still out
on faculty appointments. (But we do now have five minority faculty on tenure
track and another appointment in a regular position). I feel much more confiden
about the process, however, than I did even three months ago and I trust by the
end of this semester, we will all share that confidence. If targeting for the 	 .
faculty does not achieve- its 60a4., ten have-maoe-it'clear to tne,aoln. lanc made it
clear to you all when I was interviewed here) that I would most certainly DIA pre-
pared to take more araconin measures to ensure such diversity.

I similarly share your concerns about attracting an increasing number
of minority students to this college. We need to diversify the student body
just as far and as fast as possible. In this sense, without being complacent, I



Agenda for the Faculty Meeting of Thursday, ''.arch 	 at

4:15 P.m.	 n tth e Common Room:

Edwin B onner presiding.

A	 Minutes of the Meeting of February 15, 1979,
and Special Meeting of March 6, 1979.
Report of the President.

C. Announcements and Reports:

1. Educational Policy Committee

Claude vintner

(Please bring document dated 'larch 7, 1979.)

2. Administrative Advisory Committee

Michael Weinstein

3. Faculty Representative to the Board of Managers

Roger Lane

Note: It is important for all of the items of the agenda to
be properly addressed at this meeting since the Recorder
needs the list of new courses that the faculty approves
and the budget recommendations of AAC must be finished
in time for the April 6 Board meeting. The President has
requested an opportunity to discuss the Minority Coalition
document of March 6, in lieu of his regular report. Claude
Wintner of EPC believes that if everyone reads the material
that has been sent out from EPC before the meeting, the
discussion of EPC matters can be completed within an hour.
Mike Weinstein of AAC hopes to have one-half hour devoted
to questions of AAC's report and that debate of the report
can be held at a:

SPECIAL FACULTY MEETING
Tuesday, March 27, 1979
Common Room, 4:15 P.M.
Agenda: AAC recommendations

on the budget

Thomas D'Andrea
March 20, 1979



Haverford College

TO
	 Tom D'Andrea	 FROM Steve Cary

RE	 Faculty Meeting March. 22 1_1979

NUVOST
MAR 1 9 1979

DATE Ma APPIA0 Aollege

This is to formally advise you - as I've already done informally -
that I won't be able to serve as clerk of next Thursday's Faculty Meeting
becasue I'll be on a development trip to the West. I don't know hoe
this occurred, since it has been my intention to give top priority to
my Faculty Meeting obligations, but somehow or other I slipped up in
approving the timing of this particular trip.

If there is an appropriate opportunity, I hope you will express
my apobgies to the faculty. I'm sorry I was so remiss; I trust it won't
happen again! And I hope this gives you sufficient time to dredge up
a substitute.

SGC:m

dictated but not read
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Haver-ford Co age

Haverford College
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

Faculty of the College

Special Meeting	 29 March 1979
Stephen Cary, Clerk
	

10:05 a.m.

A moment of silence.

1. With the consent of the faculty-Mr. Cary admitted six members of the
Minority Coalition to the meeting as observers. He then explained the
business of the meeting, to consider the "concerns" of the Coalition as
set forth in their communication to "the College Community," 6 March 1979.
These include

expansion of the Office of Minority Affairs,
curricular reform,
incorporation of the Eighth Dimension Program into

the curriculum,
a timetable for the Collage Committee on Faculty

Appointments,
informing incoming students of "the past history

of racial tensions on campus,"
divestiture from *multinational corporations doing

business in South Africa," and
the urgency of the continuing struggle against racism.

2. The Report of the Provost. Mr. DIAndrea reported on the results of about
five hours of meetings between six representatives of the Minority Coalition
and various members of the administration (D'Andrea, Spurlock-Evans, Stevens,
and Williams).

a) The College plans to establish a Visiting Scholar Program, to be named
in hónor of Ira Reid, which would bring to the campus for one semester
each year a distinguished minority professor. Tentatively this
scholar would spend a semester-in-residence on campus, teach one
course in his or her discipline, perhaps give a few public lectures,
and generally serve as a *significant presence" on our campus. The
position will occupy one semester per year of the available faculty
slots. Outside sources will be solicited to endow the program.
(Note: this plan did not come directly from discussions with the
Coalition.)

b) The administration is committed to the Eighth Dimension Program for
another year and is seeking outside funding to support it. The
Educational Policy Committee is now considering the Vos-Grunblatt
proposals for linking the Eighth Dimension more closely with the
academic curriculum.

c) Priorities are to be established in the Development Office that will
give aid and encouragement to 3ernard Henderson in his effort to tap
outside sources for supportinlminority scholarships and other minority-
related programs--this in addition to his primary responsibilities
for developing corporation and government-agency support to the
College for all its programs.
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The Provost's Report (continued).

d)With the help of new personnel in Admissions (Joseph Mason and
Ralph Boyd), and aided by faculty members (Felmon Davis and William
Hohenstein) and the Director of the Eighth Dimension (Mohammed
Kenyatta), minority recruiting will be carried into areas (Phila-
delphia, the South) hitherto canvassed not at all or canvassed well
short of the saturation point. Haverford College, the Coalition
was assured, has no quotas in the admission of minority students,
however "minority" be defined.

e) Mr. D'Andrea expressed confidence that, as a result of the efforts of
the Committee on Faculty Appointments and others, President Stevens
will be able to report, by the 1980 Spring Retreat of the Board of
Managers, our arrival at the half-may point, at least, on our path
to the "net goal" of having 8 to 10 minority members on our faCulty.
He further envisioned a growing momentum that will make the second
half of our effort easier of accomplishment.

f) As for alleviating the pressures on the Office of Minority Affairs,
Ms. SparlockEvans is now in a position to free herself from certain
oammittee obligations, Jerome Williams will provide part-time
assistance, and relief from the Dean's Office in the form of
"restructuring" is in the offing.

g)The administration is concerned about "the quality of life for
minorities on campus." The Dean's Office and the Office of Minority
Affairs will cooperate with the Coalition committee to study the
situation and to suggest ways of enhancing "quality," especially in
athletics and social life. They may decide to bring in an outside
consultant next fall.

h) Mr. D'Andrea reported "considerable discussion" of the problem of
incorporating minority experience and issues into the curriculum
where appropriate. Much progress has been made and appreciated,
but opportunities may have been overlooked. Mr. D'Andrea therefore
urged the faculty to re mine their courses once again with this
consideration in mind. There need be no fear of "redundancy" in
the curriculum, nor should anyone automatically exempt his own
courses as refractory. The natural sciences and mathematics, for
example, have recently instituted changes making their offerings
more accessible to Stadents_whose backgrounds are not strong in
science. No student, he suggested, should graduate from Haverford
College without having had curricular exposure to issues related
to "the minority experience."

3. Asap. Gangadean announced a meeting to explore the meaning of diversity, open
to faculty and staff, on Wednesday, April 4, at 10 p.n. in Gest 101. Haverford
is undergoing an identity crisis, asserted Mr. Gangadean, "our sense of
community is eroded," and we need now calmly to consider what we are about,
instead of merely reacting to demands in moments of crisis. The issue of
diversity needs defining in relation to our conception of a liberal education
and to the ethos of Haverford and its Quaker heritage. We must seize the
opportunity"to clarify our awn thinking and develop our own policy."
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4. Edwin Bronner of the Faculty Committee on Plans for Implementing
Coeducation pointed out that "another minority" will be coming to
Haverford a year from September. "?(e must be thinking about women."
Everything that Mr. IPAnkirea said in reference to ethnic minorities
can be said about women. "Please keep both concerns in mind."

5. On the invitation of the clerk, the faculty responded to these reports
during the rest of the hour. Some notes and queries:

The faculty will discuss what we are and should be.
Meantime the administration has made certain
commitments. "An odd inversion."

Do we want two "classes" of student at-Haverford-
one class getting fail attention, the other
largely. ignored? Ignored students may well
wonder what their role should be.

What are the costs of these programs? What must
we give up to have them? (The speaker was not
necessarily opposed to them, but wanted to open
up a discussion.)

Has anyone spoken to Black Alumni? What helped them
during their years at Haver ford? That hindered?

We have a vehicle already institutAcmA1 4 %ed, the
freshman seminar, to deal with sexual, racial,
and ethnic issues. Why not use it?

Mr. Gangadean's proposal to meet far discussion
is a good one. We do have an identity crisis
and recent events are symptomatic.

The scheduling of a special faculty meeting at the
Fifth Day Meeting hour must not be repeated.
This must not set a precedent.

Robert Stevens: A belpfUl meeting, but we did not get to the
issue of divestiture. I hope the faculty will find time to
discuss this issue.

Stephen Cary: We are committed to the enrichment of our courses
along the lines suggested by Mr. D'Andrea.

Time ran short, since there were 11 o'clock classes to be met.

Adjournment at 11:02 a.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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EXPLANATION OF THE BUDGET PROCESS

Early in the Fall, each academic and administrative department
submitted a budget proposal to the ADM for the 1979-1980
academic year. The ADM, repeating a procedure initiated last
year by AAC, then submitted a balanced budget proposal for consid-
eration by AAC. The balanced budget recommendations, dated
November 20, 2,978, appear in Table I of this report (page 4 ).

None of the ADM recommendations was immune to reconsideration by
AAC; rather, the November 20 document served as a source of
financial information and as a guide to ADM policy.

The ADM Budget Recommendations of November 20, 1978
included the following proposals:

1) total student fees be increased by $500 (7.2%), so that
tuition, room & board, and other fees would amount to $7, 400 for
1979-1980;

2) faculty and staff salaries be increased by 6.5% .6;n average):

3) one individual be added to the Development Office (to direct
the deferred-giving program);

L4) one individual be added to the Computer Center ( to serve
as an academic consultant);

5) a half-time position be added to the counseling service:

6) a	 contingency fund of $30,000 be created:

7) $10,000 be allocated to provide for interactive computer
facilities and instruction:

5) three new faculty positions be created in order to achieve
an expected 1211 student-faculty ratio;

9) the budget would be expected to be in slight surplus
(+$4,200 surplus).

In March, 1979, ACM revised four items of their November 20
documents

1') Physical Plant Expenditures (line 43) were increased by
$67,000 relative to the November 20 estimates (due to revised fuel
cost estimates);

2') Kaverford Park Apartment Expenditures (line 52) were
increased by $ao,coo (to reflect revised estimates),



(3)

3') Haverford Park Apartment Revenues (line 19) were
decreased by $40,000 (to reflect more accurate estimates of rental
income next year).

4') Student Aid Expenditures (line 44) were decreased by LQ
$18,000 (to reflect new information provided by the federal 	 -.
government).

THUS THE COMBINATION OF ITEMS	 l', 2', 3' and 4' SUBTRACTED

A TOTAL OF $99,000 FROM THE SURPLUS OF THE ORIGINAL (NOVEMBER 20)

ADM BUDGET RECOMMENDATION—LEAVING A DEFICIT CF APPROXIMATELY

$ 95,000 BEFORE	 AAC PROPOSED ANY CHANGES.
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EXPLANATION OF TABLE I:: AAC'S PROPCSED RETISICNS CF

RECOMMR7DA"TONS

Table	 (page 3) presents AAC's proposed revisions of -::e
November 20 A 72M Budget Recommendations. The line numbers in V Table ::
refer to the same line numbers used in the ADM Budge - Recommendations
in Table : (page 4). The sign conventions are as followst

(a) Revenue items (lines 1-20):
A plus (-0) sign represents a budget change which increases -he
expected revenues relative to the ADM Budget Recommendations; a
minus (-) sign represents a budget change which decreases the
expected revenues relative to the ACM Budget Recommendation.

(b) Expenditure Items (lines 21-54)t

A Plus (-0 ) sign represents a budget change which increases the
expected expenditures relative to the ADM Budget Recommendation;
a minus (-) sign represents a budget change which decreases
expected exzendi=res relative to the ACM Budget Recommendations.

THEREFORS. A PLUS (*) SIGN NEXT TC A R2VSNUE ITEM ANT A 71INUS SIGN (-)
NEXT TO AN EXPENDITURE Trza ADDS TO THt" EXPECT SURPLUS; A 7:7us
SIGN NEXT TO A REVENUE ITEM AND A =1 SIGN (-0) NEXT TO AN EXPENDITURE
ITEM SUBTRACTS FRC% THE EXPECTED SURPLUS 	 (i.e Azns TO THE

TABLE II INDICATES THAT AAC ItPROPOSING THAT EXPENTITTRES BE /NCREASED
3Y 313,600 ITLATra TOT 	 NOVEMBER 20 ADM RECCYMENUATICNS AND THAT
REVENUES BE INCREASED BY tlo,000 RELATIVE TO THE 12% BUDGET. THUS $3,60C
HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE ADM DEFICIT—LEAVING A SURPLUS OF 8600.

Among the more important
	

AAC Proposals are:

(I) tuition would be increased by an additional 350 relative to
the ACM budget; thus total student fees would rise by 3550 (or e%)

(2) the requests for additional personnel in the Development Office, 7h
counseling service,:.and -_the computer center would be totally or
partially denied. there would also be a slight reduction of the
staff in the Vice-President's Office;

faculty and staff salaries would rise by 7%, rather than by
6.5% as proposed by the ADM;
financial aid for students who study away from Haverford
would be available next year to only two students
(to be chosen by a faculty committee)
the ADM request for a 830, 000 contingency fund

purchases of computer hardware would be financed
from the endowment fund rather than with current

would be denied ;

by borrowing
revenues;

?ages 9-14 provide the reasons for AAC's proposals.



Some explanatory comments:

(a) AAC refrained, once again, from proposing "blind cuts."
The committee did not recommend expenditure reductions unless
we were prepared to describe which programs were to be
restructared or eliminated.

(b) The A:M and AAC have established procedures for
reviewing the status of openings in the non-academic staff. These proced-
ures have already resulted in considerable budgetary savings.

Before the ADM fills any non-academic opening (no matter how
the opening occurs), AAC is to be consulted. Specifically,
AAC is to recommend whether the unfilled non-academic position is to
be filled, eliminated, or restructured.

AAC recognizes that the size of the faculty is rigidly fixed
by the 12:1 student-faculty ratio that was imposed at the time of
college expansion.	 The committee has attempted to impose the
same discipline on the size of 	 the non-academic staff.
For example, AAC has recommended that 	 none of the ALM
requests for additional permanent personnel be 	 accepted.
In every case, the ACM has agreed to these revisions of its November
20 budget recommendation. These	 personnel decisions
have resulted in considerable budgetary savings for next year (see below

(c) The initial deficit of 3 95,000 that AAC confronted
compares favOrably with the magnitude of	 initial deficits
confronted in the past. Recall that last year, AAC had to
eliminate	 a deficit of aptroximately 1775,000,
Expansion has helped financially. However, next year is the last
year of college expansion (from our average cur rent enrollment of
920 to next year's projected enrollment of 1000). After next year,
AAC expects deficits to rise unless	 college programs are
altered. AAC expects to report to the faculty later in the Spring
about budget projections and other long-range considerations.

(d) Before considering the budget, AAC collected from each
(administrative) department a list of those items which the
department would want to have funded were additional revenues to
be made available to the department. 	 Also, AAC specifically
requested a list of all budget requests that the department submitted
to the ADM but which	 did not appear in the	 November 20
ADM Budget Recommendation to AAC. AAC considers this information
vital -to an appropriate review of the college's options

(e) AAC has been forced, once again, to choose amongst a
number of very valuable, sometimes even necessary, uses of the college's
revenues. The budget we	 propose	 attempts to allocate funds
for the most critical purposes, even though many reasonable requets had
to be denied.

(f) The good news is that the budget we protose does not
recommend that anyone be fired; however, as will be outlined
below, many requests for additional personnel have
been denied. The impact of therromosed budget will be similar
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to A.,:tC predictions in the past: '1e believe 	 the
reductions that we suggest below can be	 lived with: they will
be uncomfortable, but not destructive."

There are two useful rules of thumb:

(1) A change in total student fees of 3100 changes the
expected surplus by $60,000 in the same direction ,,specifically,
with 1000 expected students, 	 revenues in line 1 will change by
$100,000 and student aid, in line 414., will change by 340,000 in the

opposite directiorj

(2) a change in faculty and staff salaries of 14, on average,
changes the expected surplus by $50,000 in the same direction (smlit
approximately evenly between faculty and staff).

A FINAL COMMENT ABOUT DEFICITS AND FACULTY CONSIDERATION CF THE AC

REPORT

The consequence of any recommendation to increase expenditures
(or to decrease revenues) is either to increase the deficit
or to eliminate some other expenditure (assuming no new sources
of revenue magically appear).

Deficits are justified if the imbalance between expenditures
and revenues is expected to 	 be temporary. The college
would not be well advised to fire 	 valuable faculty or staff
In order to	 accommodate a temporary imbalance between
expenditures and revenues.

However, incurring deficits when the imbalance between
expenditures and revenues is expected to continue , if not worsen,
is self-destructive. If expenditure cuts are inevitable, then
the college should make the cuts as soon as possible
(though the disruptions to the educational process of a too-
precipitous cut,in:_expenditures must also-be evaluated).
To delay is to exacerbate the problem and to impose even more
expenditure cuts in the future than would otherwise be necessary.

For every $10,000 of deficit that the college incurs, the
endowment fund will. be worth $10,000 less than 	 otherwise.
Revenues to the college will be 8500 (5 of the loss in endowment
funds) lower every year in the future. Thus the college will be
forced the next year to cut expenditures 	 to eliminate
the original $10,000 deficit and also to cut . expenditures by an
additional $500 to make up for the lower revenues.	 The extra
4500 expenditure	 reduction. could have been avoided if the
original $10,000 deficit had been eliminated in the first year.



AAC Proposed Changes in Revenues	 + 10,000
AAC Proposed Changes In Expenditurent+ 13,600

AAC Proposed Change in Surplus	 - 3,600

Level of Remaining Surplus	 + 600

.	 UDMAIIONAL	 GE1JURA1

2	 mil lo"
Ifo

+ 50,000

21

22
21

I.	 EDUCATIONAL	 E GENERAL

ADMINISTRATIVE	 EXPENSES
PRESIDEN1'S	 01:1111.E

I:NDOWMNI	 N0N - S11101 24 PROVOST'S OFF- ICE
5	 GIII% AND GRANTS NON-SCHOL 25 VICE-PRESIDFNtlAL	 FUNCTIONS -	 11, 500
6	 %poTomFD
7	 nItIMUY	 DU	 1Nl11Ritl	 COST 26 STUDENT	 SERVICES
8	 tDrrNII:It	 cANICR 21 ADMISSIONS

20 ACADEMIC DEAN AND RECURDER
II.	 %INDI - NI	 Alp STUDENT	 AFFAIRS 3,000

10 DEFILE	 OF MINORITY AFFAIRS
10	 SIND1:41	 AID	 FAJM	 ENDOw4E41
11	 SIDDvOI	 AID	 111014	 GINE11IME4 11 GENERAL	 INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSES
12	 %Ipol NI	 AID	 IRDD	 GII IS 12 AluM91	 T. DEVELOPMENT - 30,000

11 CENTRAL	 SERVICES
III.	 ANYIIIARY	 INIFHPRISIS 14 SPEAKER	 pflOGnAm

35 14SURANCE	 C REIRMNI	 ALLOT.
14	 noom11(mlus 1 ► mIsCULLANEOUS	 EXPENDITURES - 30,000
15	 DINING CENTER
16	 IINNKSIDIN7 ► INSTRUCTIONAL	 EXPENSES
17	 CDUEGU	 UACILIIIES RENTAL 10 FACULTY	 SALARIES/FRINGES + 25,000
18	 FALUIIY/SfArt	 NDUSIIG 3') DEPT.	 EXPENSE-INSTRUCT.SUPPORI 10,000
19	 DAvvuunRN PAID(	 APARIMENIS - 110, 000

40 COMPUTER CENTER 500
20IDTAI	 imalurs + 10,000 41 SPONSORED RESEARCH

42 LIBRARY 7,000
41 PHYSICAL	 PLANT + 67,000

44 11.	 SIUDENT	 AID 25,000

45	 III.	 AlIXILIARY ENTERPRISES

46	 ATHLETICS	 '
41	 DORMITORIES
	 + 7,500

40	 DI4ING CENTER
49	 ROOKSTORE
50	 CULLEGE,FACILITIES RENTAL
gl	 FACULTY/STAFF HOUSING
52	 OAVERFORD PARK APARTMENTS
	 + 10,000

53 IV INTEREST ON DANK LOAN

54 TDTAL EXPENDITURES
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AlIT 	 RI:VI:111E%	 +	 10,000 41 SPONSORED RESEARCH

42 LIBRARY +	 7,000
41 PHYSICAL	 PLANT + 67,000

44 II.	 STUDENT	 AID — 25,000

Proposed Changes in Revenues 	 + 10,000 45 III.	 AOXILIARY ENTERPRISES
Proposed Changes in Expenditureso+ 13,600

46 ATHLETICS	 '
Proposed Change In Surplus 	 - 3,600 47 DORMITORIES +	 7,500

el of Remaining Surplus	 +	 600 40
49

DIVING CENTER
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NATIONS OF AAC'S PROPOSED REVISIONS C? TV7.7 Aa!dt SUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS

R-.77--72mE 01-1AN:',Es

LINE #

(2) Tuition: + $50,000

AAC proposes that total student fees rise by $550, rather than
by $500 (as originally proposed by the ADM). Thus, in 1979-
1980, tuit"lon, room & board, and other fees would amount to
$7,450, which would represent an 8°,4 increase (which is less than
the current rate of inflation and does not exceed the increases
that have recently been announced by several major colleges
and universities).

However, AAC strongly recommends that total fees dc not rise her
more than the prop_ 	 3550. Haverford's total fees are quite
high relative to	 Swarthmore,	 Amherst, .1illiams,	 and

other colleges to which we are normally comnared.

(19) Haverford Park Apartments: - 840,000

ADM reduced ,
 its estimate of next year's rental income

(20) Total Revenue Changes: + 310,00

+ 10,000 is the sum of	 the changes in lines (2) and (19).

EXPENDITURE CHANGES

LINE # •

(25) Vice-President's Functions: - $4,500

The Vice-President's office has more secretaries than
AAC approved last year. Since the Provost has requested an addi-
tional	 secretary for the faculty (due to recent additions),
AAC proposes that the time of i secretary in the 'Dice-President's
office be allocated to the faculty.

(29) Student Affairs: - 13,000

Originally, the counseling service requested, and
the ADM recommended,that a half-time position be
added to the counseling service --thereby increasing
the counseling staff from 7 person-days to 10	 person-
days 7: ey. week.
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AAC recommends that the counseling staff be increased to only
8 or 8i person-days. We do not believe that a permanent
half-time position should be created before the entire review
of student services is completed. The ADM has agreed to this
AAC proposal.

(32) Alumni & Development

AAC recommends that an additional individual need not be
appointed to the Development Office in order to direct the deferred
giving program. Rather, we recommend that tasks be reassigned
in order to accommodate deferred giving. The ALM has agreed
to this AAC proposal, particularly since Steve Cary
Intends to devote more of his time to the Development Office.

(36) Miscellaneous Expenditures: - $29,900

AAC does not recommend providing a $30,000 contingency fund
(and therefore does not recommend reducing other expenditures
by $30,000). We prefer to recommend, as part of the annual
budget, how funds are to be spent rather than assigning this
task to the ADM. We are confident that if $30,000 is allocated
to a contingency fund, that $30,000 will be spent since there
are an abundance of worthwhile, though unfunded, items each year.

It should be recognized that almost every line of the
annuaAbudget proposal	 represents an educated guess about
the future. Differences between actual and budgeted expenditures
and revenues will occur, in general, for each line of the budget.

The ADM argues that unforeseen contingencies arise each year
which require emergency _ _ 	 - . additional expenditures.
AAC disagrees. We have insisted that the ADM provide reasonable,
and not optimistic, estimates of expected revenues and expenditures
Thus unanticipated surpluses should be just as likely to occur
as unanticipated deficits. Over the long run, the surpluses and
deficits should be offsetting. If the ADM were systematically under-
estimating expenditures (so that deficits were characteristically
occurring despite the	 projected budget balances), then
the procedures by which the annual budget is constructed should
be revised. In fact, the ADM has not systematically underestimated
the size of .the.deficit during the recent past.

When contingencies arise, AAC prefers to force the ADM
to have to consider incurring a larger deficit (which requires
approval of the Board of Trustees), economizing elsewhere in
the budget, or	 postponing the proposed expenditure.
This discipline would be therapeutic.
The ADM might too easily consent to additional expenditures
if contingency funds are readily available.



(38) Faculty Salar 4 es/Pringes:	 $25,000 (for faculty ANC staff salaries

AAC recommends that faculty AND staff salaries be increased by an
average of 7%, rather than by 5.55 as proposed by the ACM.
For those who are concerned, this increase satisfies the
President's (Carter,	 not Stevens; wage guidelines. However,
a 7% increase in salaries will not 	 prevent real
salaries from falling since the current inflation rate
exceeds 8%.

(39) Department Expenses-Instructional support: - $10,000

Expenditures on interactive computing have been removed from
this line and included, instead, in line 40 (Computer Center).

( 40) Computer Center: - $500

(i) Because a faculty member, Robert Gavin, will become
the director of the computer center, there will be no need to
appoint a separate academic consultant.

(ii) AAC recommends that an interactive computer, which will
cost approximately 320,000, be purchased for the purpose
of student instruction.

(iii) AAC expects the director of the computer center
to reintroduce computer science courses (for example,
courses on computer programming). The proposed budget
provides funds for hiring part-time instructors if Gavin
determines that additional staffing is necessary.

(iv) John Chesick, the current director, praposes that
faculty and students continue to use the 350-44 for researoh
and classwort next year. Chesick also proposes that
money be allocated to purchase access to the UN:CCLL system
so that administration programs can be transferred, if necessary,
to UNICOLL from the increasingly unreliable 360-13 ,4.
The equipment for accessing UNICCL• would not be purchased
unless Gavin determines that the expenditure is necessary.

AAC recommends that the Chesick proposals be adopted.

( v) Contrary to the recommendations of the ADM,
AAC does	 JOT recommend that the new hardware (costing
a total of S43,000--$23,000 for the UNTCCII, access and
$20,000 for the interactive computer facilities) be purchased
next year from current revenues. Rather, we propose that the
college borrow the 343,000 from our endowment and pay back
the loan In equal installments over five years at a 10f. rate

interestnterest (compounded 	 continuously).



Therefore,	 instead of incurrinz a .':'!.;.:1 ,000 erpenditure
for computer hardware next year, AAC recommends that the .
college pay	 the .ndowment Fund 314,00C for the loan
(and pay	 $14,000 to the endowment fund each year
for the subsecuent four years). 	 The 105 race of in7arest
that the endowment fund will earn on this loan to the college
compares favorably with the rate of return on alternative
=vestments of the funds.

AAC believes that 	 financing capital investments
from current revenues--while simultaneously insisting that
the budget be balanced--is irrational and
financially imprudent. Capital investments represent
temporary and sizeable disruptions in the normal trend of
expenditures. If these temporary expenditures are financed
from current revenues, while maintaining a balanced budget,
then some existing program of the college will have to be
curtailed. Cf course,	 the program could be reinstated the
next year when the capital Investment need not be repeated.
AAC believes that it is imrrudent to disrupt college prozrams
In order to accommodate temporary imbalances between expenditures
and revenues that result from capital investments. We prefer
to accommodate the temporary expenditure increase due to the
hardware purchases by borrowing the funds from the endowment--
and ensuring that the endowment earns an attrac±ive rate of
return on the loan.

AAC's proposal will allow the college to purchase the computer
hardware without	 unnecessarily disrupting any other
existing college program.

(42) Library: + $7,000

Furniture must be repaired. The A= recommended this
revision.

(43) Physical Plants + $67,000

The ACM revised its estimates of fuel costs for next year.

(44) Student Aide _ 325,000

(5) + 320,000

3ecause .AC is recommending that tuition be raised by an
additional 350, student aid must be increased by :120,000.

(ii) - $18,000

ADM revised their estimates after receiving nPw information from
the federal government.

(iii) - 327,000
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AAC recommends that the program by which students who study away from daver.ford
continue to receive financial aid be significantly curtailed. Next year only two
students should receive financial aid to study away. Currently, this program costs
the college $36,000 for eight students to study away.

When AAC considered this program last year, we were informed by the ALM that
the program cost approximately $6,000. Therefore SAC decided, after consulting with
EPC, that the program should not be eliminated, EPC and AAC agreed that the college
should not deny the opportunity to study away from Haverford to those students wno
are on financial aid unless it were necessary--and a $6,000 savings was not absolutely
necessary.

However, when AAC investigated this program this year, we estimated that the
program was approximately six times as costly as previously believed. The con-
siderable cost of the program is not a mystery. If a student who enrolls at Haverford
receives financial aid most of the aid returns to the college in the form of tuition,
room & board, and other fees. However, if a student enrolls elsewhere, but con-
tinues to receive financial aid, then the aid does not return to Haverford. Rather,
the aid is paid to some other college. The budgetary consequence is significant.
It is also interesting to	 note that
the ADM does not know of other major universities or colleges which provide similar
programs.

SAC believes, regretably, that the college should curtail this program. We
recognize--and firmly support—the college's desire to provide full education op-
portunities to individuals regardless of their financial circumstances. We also
recognize that a few students (for example, language majors) have special educational
needs that require studying abroad.

IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE AT LEAST PART OF THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THE STUDENTS, SAC
RECOMMENDS THAT ONLY TWO STUDENTS, TO BE CHOSEN 3Y A FACULTY COMMITTEE, RECEIVE FI-
NANCIAL AID TO STUDY AWAY NEXT YEAR, THE COST OF THE CURTAILED PROGRAM WILL 3E $9,000
(RATHER THAN THE CURRENT COST OF $36,000).

SAC recognizes that providing for two students to study away does not equalize the
educational opportunities of all students regardless of their financial
circumstances; nor will the proposal necessarily satisfy all special edu-
cational needs. However, if the program were to be fully maintained, AAC
would be forced to recommend that even more valuable educational programs be curtailed
or, for example, that tuition be raised by even more than $553.

wen providing financial aid for only two students to study abrogd
might not be possible after next year. AAC expects deficits to accumu-
late once _the college stops expanding unless the college curtails, if
not eliminates, a number of programs. However, there is 	 reason
for some optimism. The study-away program is 	 costly next year
because the college cannot enroll enough students to replace those who
study away. If we could increase enrollments, then the cost of the
program would be significantly diminished (though not eliminated). If
applications in the future can be increased (for example, by admission
of women to the first year), despite demographic changes, then the college
college might be able to significantly reduce the cost of the study-away
program.

AAC has already	 _
asked the Development Office to

consider raising external funds for this program.



It should be noted that the elimination of this program
does NCT compromise the most important principle of our current
financial aid policy: no student will be denied a Haverford
education because of his financial circumstances.

The Financial Aid Committee (Al Williams , 7,rezg Kannerstein,
and Dave Hoy) decided that it would supporrthis change were it to
mean that Admit/Deny (or any other more serious erosion of our current
financial aid policy) would not need to be imposed.

(48) Dining Center: T $7,500

According to a recent Department of Agriculture report, food
costs are expected to rise by 8.5% , rather than by the 7°4
anticipated in the ADM recommendatimns. 	 The	 ADM has agreed
to this AAC proposal.

(52) Haverford Park Apartments:	 S10,000

The ADM revised its estimates.

(54) Total Expenditure 	 Changes: * ?i13,600

.9-jbeeTiee, is the sum of changes in lines (23 thru (53).
"47 	a--z)

AAC recommends that:

(1) Expenditures be increased by a total of
relative to the ALL Budget Recommendations:

313,60 0

(ii) Revenues be increased by a total of 310 0d0
relative to the A,sM .Budget ReocmmenuatIons:

(iii) Thus. AAC recommends a Sur,lus of 3/00.

Norma Berstein
Tim Cone
Dan Gillis
Clark Hutchinson
Doug Miller
Mary Naus
Michael Sargent
Karla Spurlock-Evans
Michael Weinstein, Chairperson
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Haverford College HAVERFO 0, PA. '9041 215.649-9600

Faculty of the College

Regular Meeting	 19 April 1979
Stephen Cary, Clerk 	 4:21 p.m.

A moment of silence.

1. The faculty approved the minutes of the meeting of February 15th as
previously emended (see Minute 1, March 27), and the minutes of March 22nd,
27th, and 29th. Minute 3a of March 27th the secretary rephrases as follows:

Mr. leinstain announced that $18,000 in additional revenue
from the federal government (a) will sustain two students in
the Study Away program next year at a cost of approximately
$9,000; and CO enables the committee to withdraw its
recommendation that freshman occupancy of HPA be Increased
by 25% with a proportionate increase in density.

The clerk, speaking for our sister college, extended an invitation to the
Haverford faculty to attend the Bryn Mawr Commencement exercises (Sunday, May 13,
at 2 p.m.) and associated events.

At this point balloting began to elect first the Clerk of the Faculty, and then
one Faculty Representative to the Board of Managers plus two Alternates. While
these elections were in progress the business of the meeting proceeded.

2. Douglas Davis of the Distinguished Visitors Committee presented proposals
based on memoranda previously circulated, one dated February 13 seeking
advice on the selection, care, and feeding of "big* visitors, the other
dated April 19 on committee operating principles and procedures, includ-
ing deadlines and guidelines for the preparation of faculty proposale.

a) On the subject of "big" visitors, the committee raised these questions:

1) How many big visitors should we anticipate bringing to the campus
in a typical year? The committee suggests four. (See next question.)

2)What might be the estimated expenses per visitor? The committee
suggests $1500 as an average, including honorarium, travel, and
entertainment. The total of $6,000, assuming four visitors,
would constitute about 15% of the funds dispersed from the Philips,
Moore, Rhoads, Lincoln, Scholars in the Humanities, and several
smaller funds.

3) Haw should such visitors be distributed across the divisions, programs,
and constituencies of the college? The committee favors evaluating
"big visitor experience* over a period of several years, rather than
imposing a yearly quota.

4) How should requests for big visitors be evaluated? Should we employ
special criteria-breadth of appeal, uniqueness of likely impact, co-
sponsorship and/or coordination with an ongoing program, linkage with
symposia or a speaker series far which the big visitor might serve
as keynote or focus?
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2. (continued)

b) In reference to procedures and guidelines, Mr. Davis

1) requested that departments submit their visitors' programs
"as a package" (deadline: April 30);

2) announced that the committee

will consider this spring departmental proposals presented
with fall documentation;

will not set aside funds in specific dollar amounts for
departments to draw upon next year;

will entertain another round of proposals in the fall and,
funds permitting, next spring also;

will normally approve requests received after February 1st
and October 1st for visitors to be invited in the
respective terms following these dates;

will not normally approve visitors for the last two weeks
of class each term;

considers $300 per day the maximum honorarium for the
usual "academic" visitor, the norm being around $200,
and $85 the upper limit for "entertairment" (dinners,
lunches, afternoon teas).

Were the committee's questions about "big" visitors judged merely "rhetorical"
by the faculty? Did the reasonableness of the committee's own answers redu
the faculty to silence? The secretary refuses to speculate. Several voices
were raised, however, against the alleged inflexibility of the committee's
procedures: how can we capitalize on visitor opportunities that arise
unexpectedly? Mr. Davis answered that, on the contrary, the r.ommittee can
accommodate windfalls. For explanation, the clerk referred doubters to
Mr. Davis and the committee.

3. Wyatt MacGaffey, speaking for the Academic Council, requested and was granted
faculty approval authorizing the Council to appoint two ad hoc committees,
one in Public Policy, the other in Biology, both involving targeted searches.
(On the significance of this, see Minute 9, April 20, 1978.)

4. Election results:

Clerk of the Faculty: Stephen Cary (landslide)
Faculty Representation to the Board: Marcel Gutwirth

First Alternate: Robert Gavin
Second Alternate: Jerry Gollub

Results of divisional elections, conducted after the faculty meeting:

Social Science Representative to the Council: William Hohenstein
Natural Science Representative to the Committee on Faculty

Appointments: Robert Gavin
Alternates to the Academic Council:

James Ranson (Humanities)
Ariel Lo	 (Natural Sciences)
Mary Naus

ewy
(Social Sciences)
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5. The President's Report. Mr. Stevens

announced a three-year appointment for Edward T. RewoliAski in the
Department of Religion, and the appointment of Edgar S. Rose
as Francis B. Gummere Professor of English;

reported that the Budget has gone to the Board, but with the
Contingency Find restored (see Minute 3c, 27 March 1979);

informed the faculty that three applications are out for funding
the Eighth Dimension Program;

reviewed the problem of cross-registration imhalance, noting that
Haverford will pay Bryn Mawr approximately $10,000 to cover
the imbalances of recent years, and foreseeing a persistence
of the problem next year, though the abolition of music and
religion majors at Bryn Mawr may increase the traffic to Haverford;

announced the resignation of John Gilbert as Director of Development
and the intention to initiate a national search for a replacement;

briefly outlined the plan, already afoot, for a single integrated
Dean's Office instead of two, which under David Potter will merge
student services, formerly dispersed;

coupled a tribute to Thomas D'Andrea as he leaves the office of Provost
to return to teaching and scholarship with the announcement that
the Board-Faculty Dinner is to be in Tom's honor (applqnse);

announced the decision to make a one-year interim appointment to the
office of Provost, thus allowing time for preparing a "job
description" and conducting a national search. To this end
Mr. Stevens has asked the Academic Council, after informally
polling the faculty, to supply a list of preferred candidates
from which the President will make the interim appointment.

6. On the last item of the President's report various members of the faculty
offered comment:

The role of the Provost needs clarification.
Perhaps the office should be split into administrative and faculty

components.
We must find a way to convey to candidates what we expect in and of

a provost.
Why not form an ad hoc committee, as we do for faculty appointments?
Why a national search?
Let the Academic Council devise a proposal on "how to get a provost"

and on "the nature of the job" and submit it to the faculty for
discussion.

Faculty discussion should precede the Council's deliberations in
order to provide a proper context for them.

The Clerk expressed a consensus that the first agenda item in the fall
should be devoted to defining the office of provost and devising
procedures for selecting the proper person for the job.

7. Claude Vintner for the Educational Policy Committee

a) reported that the departments of Chemistry and Biology had removed
the "inequities" in "student tracking" inadvertently introduced by
the new Chemistry curriculum (see Minute 3b, March 22, 1979).
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7. (continued) As a result the faculty, having before iriven the new
Chemistry curriculum a one-year approval, now made it permanent.

b) requested faculty support for a student proposal, backed by the
EPC (cf. memos dated April 16 and 19 from Mr. Wintner to the
Faculty), calling for more faculty and ourric ,Iler involvement
in the Eighth Dimension Program. In particular the EPC proposed
that

those students in the class of 1982 who
have satisfactorily completed two semesters
of Physical Education this year be given the
option of (a) taking a third semester of
Physical Education or (b) doing volunteer
work in the Eighth Dimension Program for a
semester.

Mr. Wintner explained that the proposal remains provisional,
pending approval by the other constituencies involved, especially
the Department of Physical Education.

A critic pointed out that the Eighth Dimension and Physical
Education are incommensurable. It makes no sense to substitute
one for the other. Nevertheless the faculty gave support to
the 'experiment," while stressing its provisional nature.

8. Harvey Glickman, Faculty Representative to the Board of Managers, reported
on recent business as follows: the Board

discussed admitting freshman women to Haverford and promised an
announcement on May 11 (Mr. Glickman opined that "we would all
have a good dinner on that date3 );

entertained a suggestion for increasing the size of the Board;
regularized the de facto practice of treating Faculty Representatives

as functioning members, though not official members of the Board,
entitled to attend business and other meetings, including those
of the Executive Committee;

expressed their satisfaction (a) at our achieving an enrollment goal
of 1,000 students, and (b) at nearing our 1980 Development goal;

affirmed the selling of College property adjacent to the Merlon
Golf Club, though final arrangements have yet to be completed;

are considering the creation of a Board Committee on Investments
and Social Responsibility.

9. As Chairman of the Committee on General Programs, Harvey Glickman invited
suggestions about Freshman Seminars, noting that those with course
registrations of six or less might want to offer a seminar, and reminded
the faculty that the seminar program must be re-examined and reported on
next year.

Discussion of the issue of divestment was postponed till the meeting of May 11th.

Adjournment at 5:57 p.m.
Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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The Distinguished Visitors Committee requests your proposals for
visitors for the academic year 1979-80. For budgetary reasons,
departments are requested to discuss and submit their visitors'
programs as a package for the whole department, even though indivi-
dual faculty members within the department may be hosts for speci-
fic visitors.

We will need the departmental proposals by Monday, April 30, so
that committee members can read and consider them before an eval-
uation meeting that week. Please send proposals to Betty Davis
at the Distinguished Visitors Office in Founders Hall.

To maximize the effectiveness of our visitor monies, and to reduce
scheduling problems posed by eleventh hour requests, we propose
the following procedures for visitors to be scheduled during the
1979-80 academic year:

1. The Committee will consider this Spring departmental proposals
presented with full documentation (see "Guidelines" below).
We will not set aside funds in specific dollar amounts
for departments to draw on next year. We will, however,
entertain another round of visitor proposals early in the
fall and, funds permitting, in the spring. These requests
too should specify the name, credentials, and anticipated
services associated with the visitor.

2. Requests received after February 1 or October 1, respectively,
will normally be approved only for visitors to be invited the
following term. We have had repeated difficulty this year
with last-minute requests, including many cases in which
the visitor was invited (and in some cases enroute) before
the committee received a proposal.

3. Visitors will not normally be approved for the last two weeks
of class each term.

Guidelines for Visitors. Proposals must provide evidence of a
visitor's "distinguished" caliber. Our guidelines suggest that
the visitor "should contribute experience and outlook beyond that
normally available to the college." Visitors are expected to be
able to communicate effectively with our student and faculty aud-
iences, and a department's overall program should have visitors of
interest to a variety of audiences, from the general to the more
professional level. In making necessary choices between visitors
or cuts in proposed programs, the committee will usually prefer to
support visitors of general interest over those aimed at one speci-
fic field.	 It is essential that proposals both document a visitor's
caliber and indicate lecture topics and probable audience.

Please note also that individual distinguished visitors may not be



invited back (sponsored by "Distinguished Visitor" funds) more
often than once every three years.	 (Please mention in the proposal
whether the visitor has come to Haverford before, in order to save
unnecessary research work for the Distinguished Visitors staff.)

Guidelines for Budgeting: The maximum honorarium for the usual
"academic" visitor is $300 per day; the norm is around $200 per day.
A "day" might be expected to include visits to a class and/or seminar,
as well as a public lecture. A visit starting one afternoon and
continuing until lunch the next day rates as one day, for budget
computations. The honorarium for a three-day visit is normally
somewhat less than three times that for a one-day visit. 	 Somewhat
higher honoraria are possible for "public figures" or performers
who command a higher fee (see earlier memo regarding "big" visitors).
Entertainment (dinners, lunches, afternoon teas) is limited to
$85/day maximum; this does not include the cost of putting up
visitors in college rooms (Philips suites in Founders Hall and
10 Railroad Avenue).

Doug Davis for the Distinguished Visitors Committee, 1979
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TO ALL FACULTY FROM Doug Davis - Distinguished Visitors    

RE PROPOSALS FOR 1979-80 DISTINGUISHED VISITORS  DATE  APRIL 19, 1979

The Distinguished Visitors Committee requests your proposals for
visitors for the academic year 1979-80. For budgetary reasons,
departments are requested to discuss and submit their visitors'
programs as a package for the whole department, even though indivi-
dual faculty members within the department may be hosts for speci-
fic visitors.

We will need the departmental proposals by Monday, April 30, so
that committee members can read and consider them before an eval-
uation meeting that week. Please send proposals to Betty Davis
at the Distinguished Visitors Office in Founders Hall.

To maximize the effectiveness of our visitor monies, and to reduce
scheduling problems posed by eleventh hour requests, we propose
the following procedures for visitors to be scheduled during the
1979-80 academic year:

1. The Committee will consider this Spring departmental proposals
presented with full documentation (see "Guidelines" below).
We will not set aside funds in specific dollar amounts
for departments to draw on next year. We will, however,
entertain another round of visitor proposals early in the
fall and, funds permitting, in the spring. These requests
too should specify the name, credentials, and anticipated
services associated with the visitor.

2. Requests received after February 1 or October 1, respectively,
will normally be approved only for visitors to be invited the
following term. We have had repeated difficulty this year
with last-minute requests, including many cases in which
the visitor was invited (and in some cases enroute) before
the committee received a proposal.

3. Visitors will not normally be approved for the last two weeks
of class each term.

Guidelines for Visitors; Proposals must provide evidence of a
visitor's "distinguished" caliber. Our guidelines suggest that
the visitor "should contribute experience and outlook beyond that
normally available to the college." Visitors are expected to be
able to communicate effectively with our student and faculty aud-
iences, and a department's overall program should have visitors of
interest to a variety of audiences, from the general to the more
professional level. In making necessary choices between visitors
or cuts in proposed programs, the committee will usually prefer to
support visitors of general interest over those aimed at one speci-
fic field.	 It is essential that proposals both document a visitor's
caliber and indicate lecture topics and probable audience.

Please note also that individual distinguished visitors may not be



invited back (sponsored by "Distinguished Visitor" funds) more
often than once every three years.	 (Please mention in the proposal
whether the visitor has come to Haverford before, in order to save
unnecessary research work for the Distinguished Visitors staff.)

Guidelines for Budgeting: The maximum honorarium for the usual
"academic" visitor is $300 per day; the norm is around $200 per day.
A "day" might be expected tp include visits to a class and/or seminar,
as well as a public lecture. A visit starting one afternoon and
continuing until lunch the next day rates as one day, for budget
computations. The honorarium for a three-day visit is normally
somewhat less than three times that for a one-day visit. Somewhat
higher honoraria are possible for "public figures" or performers
who command a higher fee (see earlier memo regarding "big" visitors).
Entertainment (dinners, lunches, afternoon teas) is limited to
$85/day maximum; this does not include the cost of putting up
visitors in college rooms (Philips suites in Founders Hall and
10 Railroad Avenue).

Doug Davis for the Distinguished Visitors Committee, 1979
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DATE 	4414/70

The purpose of this letter is to acquaint the Academic Council with
the present staffing situation in Biology. We understand that Tom
D'Andrea will not be present at the April 16 meeting and we therefore
think that it is particularly important that the information in this
letter be made directly available to Council members.

(1) A brief historical review of the staffing situation in Biology . ,

Table 1 shows that the last addition to the staff of the Biology
Department was made in 1968 when we grew from 4 1h, to 51/4 members.
The positions now occupied by Dietz Kessler and by Slavica Matacic
became available to us in 1964 when the Biology Department was
awarded a Training Grant by the National Institutes of Health.
This grant was held by the Department for eight years. We feel 
that it is important for Councilmembers to recognize that the 
position to which Slavica Matacic was appointed recently has
been held continuously in the Department for 15 years. The only
new aspect to that position'has been that with her appointment
renewals are considered every three years rather than on a yearly
basis.

(2) A brief review of student enrollment 

Table 2 shows the growth of enrollment in 3iclozy since 1972.
In short, our department has grown dramatically at all levels.

(a) At the introductory level (Bio 200), we expect next year to
have an enrollment of over 10C (possibly 12C students),
thereby requiring at least 4 laboratory sections per week
throughout the year.

(b) In the Junior laboratory (originally built for 19 students;
we averaged 12 when it was designed), we have an enrollment
of 29 and expect to have some 35 next Year. We are now
running two laboratory sections of two afternoons each,
i.e., a total of four afternoons throughout the year.

(c) In the Senior seminar courses (at the 350 level), we have
enrollments of 20-35 students, makinz it more than difficult
to use the discussion style for which these courses were planned.
Senior research courses have enrollments of 5-6 students.
This is the absolute maximum number of students we can handle
per Senior Research Tutorial, limiting the size of our Senior
class in biology to 25-30 majors.

(d) In addition to the above core curriculum, we participated ac-
tively in the General Programs and Freshman seminars of the
College (our department has been a major contributor to these)
and all that without ever receiving full replacement for staff
members on leave.
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Table 1

Year

College

Size
Student
Courses
Taught

Biolcr,y D'erar tment

Student
Enrollment

(Fall
Semester )

Faculty

Degrees
Awarded

S taff f Size
.linus Leaves
and Freshman

Staff	 Seminars
Size	 Taught

Full
Time Total

52 -53 486 53 64 6 ;--

53-54 474 50 62
' 2 1/354-55 466 57 65 '33 12/ 3

55-56 462 58 64 5 2 1/3

56-57 458 50 56 10 1/2 3 1/3

57-58 463 51 62 7 3 1/3

58-59 452 55 61 7 3 1/3
59-60 - 452 59 63 3 3 1/3
60-61 466 50 64 8 3 1/3
61-62 458 53 63 9 3 1/3
62-63 - - - 9 31/3
63-64 471 53 64 6 31/3
64-65 493 58 66 6 4 1/2

65-66 523 57 76 11 4 1/2

66-67 555 63 75 6 4 1/2

67-68 574 54 79 6 5 1/2

68-69 - - - 10 5 1/2

69-70 683 72 95 14 5 1/2

70-71 - - - 8 1/3 5 1/2

71-72 692 70 86 6 1/2 5 1/2

72-73 - - - 10 1/2 5 1/2

73-74 752 58 82 282 11 1/2 5 1/2

74-75 773 - - 247 13 1/2 5 1/2

75-76 852 57 87 415 11 5 1/2 4.8

76-77 831 52 90 469 20 51/2 4.3

77-78 - 57 92 470 20 5 1/2 4.8

78-79 956 57 101 519 28 5 1/2 4.8
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Table 2. Enrollment Trends in Crucial Areas of the Biology Department I

Biology 200a
and 200b (or
101b in 1975)

1 2	 1 3	 I	 4	 q.	 1	 6 	7	 I	 8
72-73 73-74 1 74-75	 75-76	 76-77 	 77-78 '	 78-79	 : 79-80

83 91 98 98 120 145
--

152	 1
d,

.

junior Lab
(300a and
3000) 18 24 15 40 55 44

--
57

Biology Majors
(400 courses) 13 16 23 12

21 HC
 1 3MC20	 —

22 Tot

18 HC	 Current
6 BNC : Juniors(

o,. 	 ,24 Toy I	 29



(3) Where does the increased enrollment come from?

It appears to us that every year the proportion of students plan-
ning careers in the bio-medical sciences is increasing. This
trend can be observed nationally, but Haverford with its out-
standing reputation for excellence in training students in bio-
medical careers is receiving more than its share of interested
applicants. In addition we are experiencing an increasing influx
of students from Bryn Mawr. In the present Junior class, we have
five Bryn Mawr students majoring here in Biology and one major who
transferred from Bryn Mawr.

(4) What about the future?

In spite of our desperate staffing/enrollment situation, we have
responded to the College's concern for helping students with a
disadvantaged educational background in the sciences by planning
to offer a course at the Biology 100 level designed to prepare
students for Biology 200. The Educational Policy Committee,
while accepting our proposal to offer this new course, has urged
us to also consider offering a laboratory with it. We have
pointed out to EPC that adding a laboratory is completely beyond
our means at our present staff size. We feel keenly the irony
that EPC both urges us to add a new laboratory to our curriculum
and does not respond positively to our application for another
staff position in our department.

(5) Our conclusion 

Figure 1 shows that in the last few years the science division
has grown very much more rapidly than either of the other two
divisions of the College, the effective growth is in fact greater
than these figures indicate because courses with laboratories
are counted as single student-courses even though they entail much
more time and effort than do lecture courses.

In spite of this growth, the science division faculty remains the
smallest in the College, having received so far only one additional

NO' staff position (in Chemistry) during the period of enlargement from
750 to 1000 students! The major burden of the growth of the sci-
ence division is carried by the departments of Chemistry and Biology.
A comparison of the performance of these two departments over the
last-two decades shows that they have shared equally in the training
of students. If we are to continue in this tradition of sharing,
we feel that it is imperative that the College respond positively
to our application for an additional staff position.

. (6) A compromise suggestion 

Should we receive another appointment thereby bringing our strength
to 6%, the College has the option not to replace anyone going on
leave, thereby reducing our effective strength to 6. The great ad-
vantages of such an arrangement are (a) that we shall not depend
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each year on locally-hired part-time appointments for leave re-
placements and (b) that we shall be able to make an appointment
which will add to the diversity of the faculty.

(7) Our "target"

The Biology Department has asked that an ad hoc committee be ap-
pointed to consider Dr. Y'Vonne Jones-Brown for a position in
Biology. While some of us do not approve of noncompetitive hiring
procedures, all of us would welcome greatly the opportunity to
appoint a Black woman of outstanding talent to our Department.
It is fair to point out that there are some differences among us
in our assessment of Dr. Jones-Brown's potential but this is pre-
cisely why we need an ad hoc committee and a very careful evalua-
tion.

(8) The alternatives 

We feel that our Biology Department has been one of the most un-
usual and outstanding small departments in the country. We believe
that training students for careers in the bio-medical sciences
(hopefully with increasing participation by minorities) will play
a major role in our College's function in the next decade. We see
only two alternatives for our Department: (a) that the College
continues to support us as demand for training in biology increases
or, (b) failing such support, that the Biology moves toward an
austerity program in which enrollment in our courses is brought
down to the level which will allow us to maintain our program at
the present staffing level. A restriction of enrollments in Biol-
ogy and a decrease of departmental participation in General Programs
will allow us to maintain the standard of our present program but
will not be as supportive as we would like of weaker students with
disadvantaged backgrounds in the sciences. We do not cite this
latter alternative as a threat but rather as a realistic assess-
ment of the only viable response to the reality of over-enrollment
in our department.

(9) In summary 

The appointment of Dr. Jones -Brown would:

(a) Bring us to an effective strength of 6 full-time equivalents.

(b) Respond to the need for increasing the diversity of the
faculty (she would be the only full-time woman on the
science faculty).

(c) Allow us to teach a course for students with disadvantaged
educational backgrounds in the sciences.

(d) Allow our Department to continue to contribute to General
Programs and Freshman Seminars.
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(e) Maintain the standards of our Core Curriculum in Biology.

(f) Allow us to accept Bryn Mawr transfers and majors.

(g) Save us from the loss of morale which has begun to grip
us as we recognize how few of our colleagues in the
College appreciate our plight.

Surely asking the college to add 18% to our effective staff in response
to (1) an 80% increase in enrollment and (2) a plan to add an important
new course is not asking too much.

AGL:mbh
Copies to CFA



: Faculty and Administration

.orm: Council Committee on the Implementation of Diversity

The CCID has begun to develop a number of programs which we believe will enhanoeege
both diversity and tile appreciation of it by all members of the HaveZEVON;e1i151milin-
ity. These programs include:

1) Upward Bound
2) Admissions Committe for Minority Recruitment
3) Student Involvement in Development
4) Development Office:. targetting of solicited funds for minority scholarships,

financial aid, Ira Reed Professorship, etc.

In addition,

A) Faculty Diversity Seminar: We strongly encourage the cmtinuation of faculty
discussions on the issues of diversity in education at Haverford. We also pro-
pose that this seminar be permanently established to continue the discussion pro-
cess on a regular basis, during the summer and through following years. We en-
courage full faculty participation in these discussions.

B) Ekpressing our concern that the entire community address the issue of diversity,
the CCID plans to organize a series of workshops during the school year. We pro-
pose that two days of the coming semester (Tiles. and Wed. of some week, possibly
relating to a Collection of that Tues. featuring a minority speaker) be set aside
for discussion of divertity and related concerns. If at all possible, this dis-
cussion should be integrated into relevant material from each class.
--- the CCID plans to coordinate these discussion with the Faculty Diversity Seminar.

C) Upward Bound would include both faculty and student participation. Resides be-
ing a valuable personal experience for ail'Ahose'involved, its other benefits are:

1) Community Service
2) Experimentation and Innovation in Educational Methods and Approaches
3) Appreciation of Diversity and its Positive Educational Value
4) Appreciation of Academic Potential among the Disadvantaged

D) Faculty members are encouraged to join with student volunteers in expanding
the minority applicant pool.

8) The CCID encourages Administration support for its efforts in educating fa-
culty and students from the community about the value Of diversity and its . het
cessity for a tray broad-based liberal education.

F) All Department Chairmen should formulate written reports on their depart-
ment's present contributions to campus diversity and future plans for expansion
in this area. Reports could be made to the Dean of the College, the Provost, or
CCID, and time released publicly to the entire community.



SPRING SEMESTER 1977-78 FOR COMPARISON 

3.7 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.3 2.0

23.6 19.3 10.2 7.4 2.9 1.9

26.7 23.7 13.8 7.8 2.3 0.9

25.0 17.6 11.6 6.3 4.5 1.8

To: Haverford Faculty 	 From: Claude Wintner

The information below records the distribution of grades given by HaveIlsc4A9Rarcwe4hand
'.visions to all of their students in the fall semester of 1978-1979. Although he denbers are

not "official", they should be reasonably accurate. After each department and division are
listed the total number of grades considered and then the percentages of the total number
given in each grade category. The percentages do not necessarily add up to 100 because of the
grades DR, W, etc. Grades of CIP are not included. Because the computer was not available
for this project, and I therefore had to do it by hand, I did not compile a College profile,
which would have included ungraded Freshman Seminars, those General Programs courses not
easily assignable to specific departments, and many other special situations. I think that
the general picture is quite clear without this.

Total
Grades

Considered

Arts 163
Class 79
English 229
French 106
FWSem 120
German 99
Music 147
Philos 261
Relig 118
Span 123

ymDiv 1445

Econ. 272
History 249
PolSci 113
Psych 219
S&A 121

SSDiv 974

Astr 71
Biol 176
Chem 241
Math 268
Phys 103-

NSDiv 859

Total
Grades

Considered 4.0

1mDiv 1277	 23.0

SSDiv	 928	 18.4

NSDiv	 717	 26.8

3.7 3.3 3.0 2.7 2.3 2.0

28 25 9 6 2 1
19 18 19 4 8 4
20 24 12 8 4 2
27 14 16 11 6 4
22 20 13 11 2 5
34 15 8 8 5 2
28 20 7 3 2 2
30 28 16 8 1 1
24 18 17 10 2 3
18 14 15 9 1 3

25.3 21.0 13.1 7.8 2.9 2.4

26 25 15 8 3 1
21 24 18 11 3 2
17 24 19 13 5 2
21 23 16 13 7 2
17 33 17 20 3 0

21.4 25.3 16.7 12.1 4.1 1.3

14 30 30 6 3 0
26 18 11 3 1 2
16 20 12 13 8 5
18 9 15 8 5 3
29 19 13 8 2 1

20.0 16.9 14.3 8.3 4.5 3.0

1.7 1.3 1.0 0.7

2 0 1 0
1 0 1 2
3 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
2 1 1 ',

2 2 2 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
2 1 2 1

1.4 0.5 0.8 0.5

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1

0.4 0.1 0.0 0.4

1 0 0 0
1 2 0 1
2 1 0 2
2 0 2 0
3 0 1 2

1.7 0.8 0.7 0.9

1.7 1.3 1.0 0.7

1.1 1.3 0.4 1.1

0.3 0.2 0.0 0.5

1.0 1.3 0.4 2.4

4.0

22
24
24
17
7
20
34
14
25
33

21.8

19
20
18
15
8

16.7

15
35
18
36
20

27.4



Gregory Kannerstein

DATE
	 April ,Atvetirit93

FROM

Haverford College

Tom D'Andrea
TO

RE
	 Proposed 1980-83 Calendar

Enclosed are responses of faculty to the proposed 1980-83

calendar. Here is a summary of the responses:

1.  Opening Before Labor Day: Of eight responses, five were
generally positive (H. Glickman, Bronner, Davison, Despain,
and Russo) and three were strongly negative (Goff, C. Wintner,
Weinstein).

2. Two-Week Spring Vacation: Eight were positive (Roberts, D.
Davis, Davison, Beckerman, Russo, Goff, J. Gummere, M. A.
Meyers. Only one (Weinstein) was negative. Two others
(H. Glickman, Heath) preferred to have a longer Christmas
break.

Encs. /';     
GK/w

C  
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Temporary 8. Engl I alt 2684. 	 L-2, V-I.	 American Piet ion and Its ('ml t, il0ni,,

Approval	 )9 5,Q to the Present. Ashmead.

Course description: Wr 1 tors such a: , Barth, Vonnegut • El I 1 son

II.' I ler, Nabokov, haldwin, ha rt he I me , Pytto hot' ; p per I ment.a 1
fiction, novels of the absurd; at ructura 1 and t.ost-structura
I heories • postmodern criticism (Hassan, Chafe and others).

Prerequisites: none

To be offered fall semester of 1979-1qP.O.

Temporary 9. bnplIsh	 , V-1. American and, hrl i sh Drams , 19Y) t o

Approval	 lit.' frescpt . As hmead

Conimne description:	 Dramat lair. such an Pinter , he , A.cett , A bp'-'
nelbor , Kopit , Rut! ins, ha rs ka and others; now repertory
and regionalheatre, off' liroadway and experimental theatre
Inc luding theatre of the absurd • black Cheat re; new in It Ica'
wei t I ngs on modern and postmodern then+ el ea 1 ft y, new ni r n ioIl;r11

firdMatiC critICISM.

Prerequisi tes: none

To be offered spring semester of 1979- 198n.

Temporary 10. den , ra I Programs/Riology 100b.
Approva 1

Experimenta 1
Approaches to Principles In L1Ioly. Loewv

1"..,	 le.x•s
Course description: The purpose of this course is to acquaint the

student with (1) the experimental approavhes to the under-
standing of call structure and .f rell heredity, and (.") the
use of genetic principles for the development of a modern
tiwory of evolution. Another purpose of this course is to
help the student, develop a feel Inn for the reciprocal relation-
ship between experiment and theory.	 ',In"/. thin course does not
Include a laboratory, extensive use of films and slides will be
rmns. Ni' previous knowledge or chemistry Is required.

Prerequisites: none

To be offered spring somesteusof 1979-P180, 4.d IIRO-I5 13i,

Temporary II. nenoral Programs/Classics Pll.	 N-1; L-;', H-I. The
4proval	 Classical Tradition in Modern Literature. M. Gutwirtii,

D.

Couese deser	 Ion: An invest 'ration of the mnd."l of anti (In i try Sr
1 t orerated on malor wet ters from Pante to Joyee and beyond.
A number of modern works Will be road in conjunct Ion wit h SOmt
-r he most influenti a 1 ancient a ,it hops , and various t yros of
I I 1 erary 1 fluenve will be discussed.

	Int. :It 	 I I tril l ri)	 tin

I' la rents 1. , 	:	 110130

1.1	 Cr'	 I't 1 ,1•n I 'Oil),
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Courn. .h , s-rirtien:	 The main Institutional, s e,t a t a nd , l it urai

de-eII ntents In the Furorean stales since the French nevolution.

rt relit{ it es:	 nen.

I,'	 d each year either At hMg el. II'', wo.mally alternated
.10 campuses.

11t •:	 Th1; - 	1'	 0 t , 	t'.0• charti.o I tl'''V't.t'' of	 new I t st.cd
-r•	 tIn	 .11(1,' I Ruik .	 The' voir i,l 11 sIt I break about	 1914,
It..	 et,	 r	 YI tri,Ii ii Iii 110' III+	 l 7',"__ I8 10 ,

lormanont 16. New t1ipl1c Curriculum. flee attached.

Approval

'II 171 0 	Physics 117h.	 N- 3.	 Fluid Nynamic! , with Aittleati!mr.,

Al prova I	 notinh.

Course description: Analysis of diverse flow phenomena on the host: -

of tho differential equations of fluid motl , n, including

convection, houndary layers, rotating fluidf:, tnstatilitles,

and Inehulence. The use of dimensional analysis to rain
physical Insight will be emphasir'ed.	 Many flows found in

nature will he discussed as examples, and slutionts will have

an orrortunity to explore applications of fluid dynamics In
Fl elds :neh as astrophysics, oceanography, atmosnherie
science, and medicine.

I'i'i requisites,:	 Physics 213a or Astronomy ;110 or consent or

inst ,'iii' t or

To be offered spring semester of 197 0 -19o 9 and rossiblY literhate

\N	
years thereafter.

Permanent 18.	 Physics 318d.	 N - 1, A 1/2. Atoms and Molecules.	 11111.r.

Approval
Course description: A study of non-relativist le quantum theory

ustnr, algebraic methods. The creation and annihilation of

photons will he treated in detail.

frerequIsites: Physics 214b or consent, of the instructor.

T... be offered fail semester of 1979-1980 and alternate year.;
thereafter.

fermanont 19.	 Physics 1180, 11-1, A 1/2. Laser Slectroscopy. nill,r.
Arproval

Course doseription: A study of molecular lasers and their use
ne n.	 III.	 Hi: 1, 4"; ,. A'. .	 II', '.. I.	 'i',00‘;;; I n AMI•rIC•III I.I.T. 1 I III.	 in absorption and scattering experimetsn. The analysis ef

ns.	 the experiments will yeild Information abut structure and
binding.

d's -nit t 1 ,qt:	 The seminar will ter in with an examination
of rnrlish law, leral c , .ncerts and feral itc,titto lens in lhe
rti•v at , elilt	 'WV, and carry the.;‘	 nil S I 111 . 4 , 111'11 t III

I	 I IA	 n r•MP r I	 cone I V/ III' 511 Ii %In 'VIM I nat len if
111	 1 7'1? 1 , •H of	 In:o It .0 le n!. i n the o 1 net eent h

Prerequisites: Physics 318d or consent of thr instructor.

To be offered fall semester of 1979-1980 and alternate years
theronfter.

note:	 Physics 311.1(1,e represent a divisien of' tip nrcse-.011
rr. t	 11,	 :	 1 00 , 0• , : 1	 '*1 itii	 or	 •• h. I n1	 :.1• 1h , 111.1 rue! ..r	 Pleyst,s	 318a.

1.	 Iu	 I	 1. r.	 ..;	 semest	 1110.1	 II •,nd	 7,1 I,,,•11;,1	 VI :II'
I It,



Semesters

MODELS 1"-- 	(,,,kiciAOPO A/Ler

GREEK. 

Model I:	 Archaeology Concentration

n) Language 4 !semesters, through 100-level courses or
higher (H or B001; H or B 101n/b, or B102n/b) 4

2 or 3
h) Hintory 	R Cl./GP 119n/120h (extra work)

OR fi Hist. 205b, 206n/b

c) Concentration: Archaeology (at BMC)
B 701a (Gr. Sc.); 209b (Aeg. Arch.);
301a (Or. Vase Pt*); 301b (Hell., Rom. Pott.);
107n (Or. Archt.); 104b (Mon. Ptg.)	 3

1

2 or 3

4) Senior Seminar: Topic on Greek Civilization

e) Electives	 from Phil., Relig., Arch. offerings
an above

Model III: Philosophy-Religion Concentration

a) Language as above

b) History 	as above

c) Concentration: Philosophy-Religion
Phil. H302.or 8231n; B336b; H303a
or 3732b; H304b.
Relig. 8221s, 207e/208b

d) Senior Seminar: Topic on Greek Civilization

Phil. H302a or H 231a (Pl.); 13336b (P1.);
H303a or 15212b (Ar.); n301, (Ph. Txte.).
RelitL e 221s (Cl. Rel.); H207a/208b (Cl. Chr.
Mt.)
Lit. H207a/208b (Greek topics); B213n (Myth)
1-331/7b (Gr. Trag.); B215b (Anc. Stage)

Motel II!	 ia,Ltr,ncentration

a) Language	 as above

b) 'Motor), 	me above	 2 or 3

c) Concentration: Literature

11207a/208b (Gr. topics); B213s (Myth);
B214b Trag.); B215b (Anc. Stage).
200-300 level courses in Greek may be
!substituted

4-
ROMAN

Model IT; Archaeology Concentration 

a) Language 4 semesters, through 100-level courses
in Latin or higher (11 003 or B Lat. 001;
or B002; R102a/b; 14101a/b	 4

b) History H	 119•/12ob (extra work)
OA B Hist. 205b, 206•/b

c) Concentration; Archaeology (at AMC)
B 203b (Hell. Rom. Sc.); 301b (Hell.,
Rom. Pott.); 302b (Rom. Archt.); 30313
(Etruse. Arch.); 304b (Gr., Rom. Mon.
Ptg.).

d) Senior Seminar: Topic on Roman Civilization

e) Electives L114. 0208b (Roman topic); Phil. H303a or 8237b;
Fells. R221a, H207a/208b;
R Let. 202a/b, 205a/b (Med. Lat.)	 2 or 3

Model y: 	Literature CoOnentrstion

e) LanXuage as above

b) Ristorz 	AO above

c) Concentration: Literature
112081, (Roman topic); B215b (Anc. Stage);
200-300-level courses in Latin may be
substituted

d) Senior Seminar: Topic on Roman Civilization 	 1

e) Electivet 	from Phil., Relig., Arch, offerings
as above	 2 or 3

3

Model TI3	 Philosophy-Religion Concentration

a) Language es above	 4

b) History 	as above	 7 or 3

c) Conoeitrptions Philosophy and Religion 
Phil.11103a or B232h (Ar.);
	  5221s, H207a/208b;
,02a/b, 205a/b (Med. Lat.)	 3

d) Senior Seminar: Topic on Roman Civilization 	 1

e) Electives: 	from Arch., Lit. offerings as above	 2 or 3d) Senior Seminar: Topic on Greek Civilization	 1

e) Electives 	from Arch., Lit. offerings an above 2 or 3

3

e) Electives

1

3

2 or 3

2 or 3

1

4

2 or 3



Ilumbe• , 1

eourses

1.	 Math Ill-11 11 or advanced plac em en t

Ma th	 •i i- ,.1 11 . .r

1.	 Mrrh 11/-11P and Math i14-314

It 	 Mat II	 1riu

Three addlt ienal courses numbered 200 or above.
At least one ”r those wist. he a 300-level course.

With advisor approval, mathematically oriented advanced
courser In Astronomy, Physics, and chemistry may be
:,lbstituled for the ta.malnitir two.

114m.,quivalen1 eourses at Rryn Mawr may hr nAhstItAt0d for

any requirement , subleet to advisor approval.

":', tudents contemplating fraduate school In mathematics are
rl.rnnrly advised to take additional courses at the
1110 level.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

bli0f011ATHMATiCr, MAJOR REWIREMENT;...i

1. CORE COURSES

Math 113a
Math 1 -1-4a,b

Calculus I 	A - ) N-1

Calculus II    

Introduction to calculus. Differentiation and interration of
functions of one variable; series and Taylor approximations; ele-
mentary differential equations; vectors; Introduction to functions
of several variables.

There will be three sections of 113:1-114h:	 a regular section,

which follows the above syllabus; d slow seetien, which covers some-

what less, but includes supplementary material on basic math skills
(to he coordinated with the special section of Chemistry 101a - 102b);
and a "computer section," which covers all of the above topics plus
additional material involving computation. (Students will learn an
elementary programming language as part of the course.)

Math 213a 	Multivariable Calculus  and Linear Algebra A-2 N-I

The calculus of functions of several variables: partial
, lerivatives; maxima and minima; Taylor approximations; multiple

integrals; surface area; line integrals; Nreen's Theorem & appli-

cations.	 Introduction to linear algebra: vectors and matrices;
solution of linear equations; inverses; determinants; etgenvalues
and eigenvectors. Introduction to functions of a complex variable.

Emphasis will be on the role of these ideas In applications of
mathematics to the physical and non-physical. sciences.

Prerequisite: Math 114

Math 214b 	Differential Equations
	

A-? N-I

011mM REWIREME1T5:
introduction to ordinary differential equations, including the

(0)	 I.	 - -	 general theory of first-order equations, linear equations of higher
order, series solutions, singular points, stability of linear and •

(') 	 2. Math )7, 1a (Linear algebra), Math 2:?b (Analysts I)	 nonlinear systems, computational methods.	 Introduction to complex

numbers and series. Introduction to Fourier series and orthogonal
(4)	 3.	 Math 311-312 (An117 , 17 II, III), mill, 333-334 (Algebra	 polynomials

I, II)	 Elements of linear algebra will be developed as needed.
Emphasis will be on applications, especially en differential equations

tit	 N. Math 399	 as mathematical models in the physical, biological, and social

(4)	 Math 135-116 and	 May be taken independently of Math 213a.

either: math 161-362 or Math 163-164.	
Prerequisite: Math 114

Math ?l, .a
Math21bh

Calculus III	 A-? N-1
Calculus_TV-

An integrated two-semester sequence covering the same topics as
Math 213a-214b, but with more of an emphasis on mathematical theory.
Also contains a more thorough treatment of linear algebra, and an
introduction to abstract mathematical thinking.

Reoommended (hut not required) for students planning to take
more advanced courses in mathematics. Suitable for advanced place-
ment freshmen with a strong background in calculus.

Prerequisite: Math 114



6.
II. ELEMENTARY COURSES

Gp/1
map, 10jd	 Foundations of Probability and Statisi.lcs_l A-1 H-1/?

Half-semester course, given In the fall. covers the basic

tool,', of probability: sample spaces, random variables,
expectation, variance, conditional probability, elementary
combinatorial models, the law of large numbers. Also: the
"Idea" of a statistical test, and several basic examples.

Prerequisites: none

ifcr	 Math 103e	 Foundations_ of Probabiltlyand Statistics II A-1 11-)/?

Continuation of Math 103e. Half-semester course given in
the fall. Selected topics in statistics. Random numbers.
Computer-generated models. The computer will he used as a

means for investigating probabilistic- phenomena. Emphasis will
be on developing programming skills rather than on using
statistics packages.

Prerequisites: Math 103d or
consent of instructor; some

knowledge of BAS1C.

Mote: Math 103d Is intended to he a foundational course,

accessible to all students. Math 103e will continue at
roughly the some level but represents only one of many

possible ways to continue. It is hoped that In the
future other departments will offer courses of their own
to follow 103d, treating statistical methods in their
own disciplines.

Math 10 11b	 Introduction to  Computer Science	 A-1 N-2

An introduction to computers, their applications, and their
Impact on people and on social Institutions. History of modern
computation; numerical and nonnumerical aspects of computer use;

programming techniques; data structures. The programming
language used will vary from year to year.

Prerequisites: Mono

(Not offered in 1979-90)

Math 116b	 Topics in Mathematics	 A-2 N-1

A survey of topics in mathematics, includinr number

theory, set theory, topology, geometry, probability, and
game theory, with emphasis on the historical and philosophical
aspects of mathomatics.

Prerequisites: none.

(Mot offered in 1979 - 80)

Math 317a	 Analysis I
	

A-3

Foundations nt the real number system; metric spaeos;
compactness; continuity; advanced topics In sequences and sides;

ricorous developmeld	 the basic theorems of calculus.

irerequIcItes: Math 711-P1 11, or

Math 715-716 or consent of

Instructor.

Math 31 tit 	 Analysis 11
	

A- 3

Plfferential calculus on Euclidean spare; inverse and Implicit
Imod Ion theorems; Stoker' theorem on manifolds; advanced topics In
Interration; Introduction to abstract annlysis.

Prerequisite: Math 117a

Math ilia	 Algebra 1

lAn•nr nod multIlinear algehra, Includinr: bilinear forms and
dual splee; inner product spaces; OlaRonali:4ation of symmetric,

Hermitian, and normal operators; eanonlcal Perms; romputational

methods.	 introduetion to groups.

brerequisltfs	 Math 713-71 11, er
Math 215-216, or eonsent of

Instructor.

11:it It . _11411	 Alcebra _1 I
	

A- 3

The fundamental :aructutcs of algebra: groups, rings, fields,
modules.	 Introdnet.lott to ,:lints Theorlt

Prerequisite: Math I13a

Math 399a	 .senior Departmental audies
	

A-.7 C - 1

A seminar oourse devoted tO a topic or topics of mutual
intopest, varylnr from year to year. ;,eetore material ProWlved
and presented by the students. flay be repeated for eredIt.



III.	 liflUlPilitIATFt:WliljiEil

Math :1.'1!	 Introduction to Applied Discrete Mathematics 	 M-I

Combinatorial algorithms and their applications; searching;
sorting; discrete optimiiatton, including shortest path
problems, dynamic programming, matching theory and network
Howl; introduction to linear programming; III , idea of
computational complexity; topics In information theory.

there are no formal hrorquiites, but some exposure to
mnthomnii..al Ideas would ho helpful.

(ort.rod in lujo..iln and alternate yearsi

Math ;Oh	 trot	 and :itatintics

An ftilroductIon to probabilistic techniques, with
tho concept of probability and conditional

probability; random variables, stochastic proroSseS•

applications to statistics; Markov chains and processes;
queuing theory.	 Itses mere mathematics than Math 1034,e.
Credit may not be received for both Math 101 , 1,e and Math , 18b.

Prerequisite! With 114 or consent
of instructor.

IV. ADVANCED COURSES

Ma th 315a Topology  tL 	A-3
Wath 336b

General topology; homotopy theory; singular homology
theory.

Prerequisites: Math 11.7a and 133a

(Not. offered 1979-80)

Math 340amhAlzebra 111	 A - 3

Advanced topics in algebra, varying from year to year.

Prerequisite:	 Math l34b

Ma.t.Jl_3000 ,6 80P41115111	 A.3

Advanced topics In analysts, varying from year to year.

A-d N-1	 Prerequisite:	 Math li8h

(uttered in 1078-79 and altornato years)

Math 2?Oh
	

Elementary_Complex Analysis 	 A-?

line integrals; complex derivatives; Cauchy theorem
and residue calculations; elementary conformal mapping;
harmonic futwtions.

Prerequisite:	 Math 213, or 2151

(Not offered in 1979-80)

(Not offered 1979-80)

Math_3811) 	 Special Topics 	 A-3

Advanced topics in mathematics, determined by mutual
Interest of students and faculty.

Prerequisite:	 Consent of
instructor.



I
fi

Mk/is,
cuiq3lcuLur

Theory and Composition

New courses:

205a, 205b Keyboard Studies

Cr:retinal application of material studied in 701a or 203h. 	 Fundamentals

of piano terhniTle, keyboard harmony, night trading And harmonic analysis.
Repertoire to he selected from Baroque, Classic, Romantic end 2nth Century
manterpirees.

1051, Advanced Keyboard Studies and Score Reading

Emphasis on sight reading in three or four clefs, harmonic reduction from
piano score, score reading, improvisation, figured bass, modulation and
transposition.	 (Not given every year)

Altered course:

Addition of n lab to two levels of theory

201a, 204b Elementary Mute Theory E-2, L-1 	 3 class hours, 1 1/2 lab hours

The haste materials of music: melody, scAIPM, intervals, chords, meter and
rhythm. Counterpoint in two and three parts, harmony in four parts and
analysis.	 Enrollment limited to 25 (each section). 	 Prerequisite! Music 103a
or h or equivalent.	 Ear training lab: training in the aural, visual,
singing and written aeperts of all harmonic, melodic and rhythmic materials
e“vered in class.

Performance

Revised Privnte Study requirements, rennmhering:

Private Study	 117f, 118f, 217f, 218f, 317f, 3171f, 417a, 4171b 	 F-3

A student who has taken or is taking Music 103a or b or Music 171a or h may
receive ctedit for the stndy of an Instrument or voice. The amount of credit
received at the 100, 700 or 300 levels will normally he 1/2 credit In any one
semester. Request, for full credit in Inn, 700 and 300 level courses will he
Considered by the Department. 400 level course, will MittOMMTtenllY receive
full credit. Students applying for credit will audition before at least
three members of the music department faculty to detetmine eligibility and
level. Credit will only be given for studios taken with teachers approved
by the music department faculty. Roth the teacher and the student will submit
A written report to be used by the department In making its evaluation at the
end of each semester. Each student will he expected to perform in a solo or

chamber performance at which at least two members of the department faculty
are present, or play for a faculty jury. All vocalists studying privately
most he in Chamber Singers, Chorale or Chamber Music. All Instrumentalists
must he in Chamber Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, Chamber Music or a chorus. Some
pianists may need to make special ensemble arrangement.. Jazz ensembles may
meet the ensemble requirement with departmental approval. From the 200 level
on, grades will he given. Crudes will he determined by a faculty jury upon
consideration of all available material (teacher's evaluation, student's eval-
uation, notes on performance or juries, etc.). Private study for credit ran
be taken for a total of two credits toward the degree. The College does not
undertake the financial arrangements for private study. The student is expec-
ted to make financial arrangements directly with the teacher. When funds are
available, a portion of music majors' expense. for private leseons may he paid
for by the College.

301a, 304h Advanced Theory and Composition E-2. L-1	 3 class hours, 1 1/2 lab
hours

A continuation of Music 203e, 204b, involving analysis nod composition.
The first semester includes study of fugue and of strict counterpoint as exem-
plified In the vocal style of the 16th century. In the second semester, pieces
are written In the forms of the chorale-prelude, suite and sonatina. Success-
ful student compositions will be performed at demonstration concert,.
Preregnisite: MORIC 701a, 204b and 205a or b. Far training lab: further
training in wirel and visual perception. Sight reading additional clefs. Prin-
ciples of transposition.

Renumbered ronrses:

Renumbered courses (to reflect the level of pursuit):

new number

715c	 Seminar In Analysis and Performance
of Chamber Music

2I6c	 Seminar in Analysis and Performance
of Orchestral Literature

214c	 Seminar in Analysis and Performance
of Choral Literature

old number

015c

016c

017c

new number

101A, 104h	 Rudiment.; of Mnsie
(to he given each cementer)

203a, 204b	 Elementary Music Theory
101a, 304h	 Advanced Theory and Composition
401a

	

	 Seminar In Twentieth Century Music
Theory and Practice

404h	 Seminar in Twentieth Century Compositon

History.

New courses:

221a Classical Music N-2, 1-1

An examination of the music of the classical period emphasizing study of
techniques and styles, performance practice and historical setting. Extensive
research and listening assignments. Prerequisite: Music 101a or h or equivalent.

old number

013a

Illn, 114b
211a, 214b
311a

314b



Music Curriculum

222b Romantic Music H-2, L-1

(See "Classical Music" description - same prerequisite.)

321a Baroque Music H-2, L-I

(See "Classical Music" description - same prerequisite.)

3226 Medieval and Renaissance Music H-2, L-1

(See "Classical Music" description - same prerequisite.)

421a Contemporary Music H-2, L-1

(See "Classical Music" description.) Prerequisite: 203a or 204b or equivalent.

Renumbered courses:

new nember	 old number

Ills, 121b	 Survey of Music History	 012a
(w ith new staff , we hope to offer this both seeeetera)
126h	 introduction to the History 	 of Jazz 110b
226h	 Seminar in Jazz History	 210b
223a, 2246	 Seminars in Music History 	 211a, 212h
323a, 374h

The detailed study of the works of individual composers having special
significance in the history of music. The topics of Music 223a, 224b,
323a and 324b will he altered from year to year so that these courses
may he repeated for credit, with change of content. Prerequisite:
Music 101a or b or equivalent. Topics in the past have included:
Goethe and Beethoven; Schonberg; Bach; Schubert, Schumann, Brahms and
Chopin.

Orrasionrolly 173s or 1246 (Elementary Seminars In Music History) will
he given as topics courses. There will be no prerequisites.

Other shifting topic, to include the following, given by Isabelle
Cazeaux as her schedule permits. They will probably carry Bryn Mawr
numbers and will be included in the complete Haverford course offerings.
We expect the complete itaverford listing to appear Identically in both
catalogues.

Bibliography: A survey of editions, major materials and bibliographical
tools of use to theoreticians, performers and historians.
Writing of research papers from a musicological viewpoint.
Prerequisite: a 200 level history course.

Music Criticism: A study of the history of music criticism with empha-
sis on the composer as critic. Prerequisite: a 200
level history course.

Mayor Requirements

Theory/Composition: 203a, 2046, 303a, 3046, 205 a or b or equivalent
History: four mot of the flee following - 221a, 2226, 321a, 3226, 421e
Chamber Performance: one of the three following - 214c, 215c, 216c

Topics course, in an era (including 226b Seminar in Jazz. History) may he sub-
stituted for that era with the consent of the advisor. However, we suggest that
students planning to attend graduate school in music take the normal sequence.

In addition, all majors will be expected to recognize (aurally) a list of impor-
tant works of the literature. The majority of these works will he covered in
the core sequence.

Requirements for Honors (same concept - different wording)

Permission to stand for honors is granted by the department early in the first
semester of 8 student's senior year. Students wishing to apply for b”nors moet
have a superior record In all courses required for the major and must submit a
proposal for a specific honors project. (Continue as in catalogue)
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TO:	 ALL FACULTY

FROM:	 CLAUDE WINTNEH, FOR EPC

Three Haverford students -- Peter Vos, Mark Grunblatt, and

Steve Weimar -- have recommended that Haverford's faculty use

the resources available in the Eighth Dimension program and its

director in the following manner:

1) The faculty should become as familiar as possible with

existing resources so that they may encourage and

constructively counsel students interested in applying

course material to volunteer work, or vice versa.

2) The faculty is encouraged to create or modify courses so

that outside sources and new learning environments found

in the Philadelphia area will be used wherever feasible

for application of classroom material.

Furthermore, they recommend that

1) An examination of the existing Physical Education require-

ment should be made with a view to increasing it to four

semesters (currently It is three), with the option of using

two for volunteer work.

FPC was asked to lend its weight to this proposal by bringing

to the faculty a statement of the Committee's support. We hereby

do so and ask the faculty also to support the above positions. it

is clear that point 3) needs more work before It can become policy

at the earnest, for the class entering in the Call of 1980.)

oho must be assured of widespread student support, which must be

dclnonst•ited by the students. One must also work out agreement

with the Physical Education Department. However, EPC feels that

In this Instance it can be the faculty which moves first, rather

than fact, by Irodlne its support.

To:	 All Faculty
From: Claude Wintner, For Ere

As an addendum to the 16 April note about an exPmlnaiIen

of the existing Physical Education requirement, EPC recommends

to the faculty that, pending approval of the other constituenvies

involved, those students In the class of 1992 who have satisfactor115

completed two semesters of Physical Education this year be given

the following options for next year:

1. Take a third semester of Physical Education or

?. Do qualifying volunteer work under the Eighth

Dimension Program for n lemrster.

The results that emerge from the use/nonuse of thin of, inn

should hel;-, in further planning In this area



Havel-ford College
Greg Earnersteir

To	 Dean's Office Chris Goff, qioloi -y lent.

DA TE /2/79

sear Greg:

1) I object to starting classes before Labor ay. na.ny students
have summer jobs which continue through the Labor Jay weekend
(restaurant or hotel jobs especially), and many ccilege staff
members may want to keep the long Labor Day weekend free for a
late summer vacation. If classes were started on Tuesday after
Labor Day, only one Tuesday/Thursday class meeting and two
Nonday/Wednesday/Friday class meetings (one, if Labor Day re-
mained a holiday) would be lost. Freshman orientation week
could still be run over Labor Day, as has happened recently,
and there would be fewer upperclassmen returning early with
this schedule. Customs people seem to feel that the presence
of a lot of upperclassmen is bad for the orientation program.

2) I would favor a two-week spring break, for all the reasons in
your letter. I think the longer break, during what seems the
bleakest time of the academic year, would be 7cod for both
students and faculty. I am sure the grounds crew would also
appreciate the extra time to prepare athletic fields for
spring sports.

It would be even better if the start of sprine7 vacation could
coincide with the end of half-semester courses, but I realize
this isn't easy to arrange.

Sincerely,

Chris Goff
CG:mbh



flaverfor	 Meg

Greg Kannerstein	 Elmer J. Bogart

1980-83 Calendar	 4/6/79

I doubt there would be any significant reduction in
energy costs resulting from an extended Spring Vacation,
unless the dorms were closed for the period.

Also, the additional week in May might make it even more
difficult to get the dorms cleaned and ready for the Alumni
and the Summer Conference Program.

EJB/gb

CC: Steve Cary
R. Doan
J. Gould



Haverford College

To Greg Kannerstein	 FR O M
	 D. Roberts

RE Calendar	 -E April

Greg,

This is just to say that I strongly support the suggestion
of a two week spring vacation. 	 As things are now, it seems next
to impossible for students and faculty to work on preparation
and take care of non-Haverford commitments and recuperate from
the most tiring and illness-prone part of the year -- I'd rather
see the term go on a week longer with everyone in better shape.

If this doesn't work out, I've also wondered about the
possibility of a three-day weekend as a break in mid-February.
In any case, thank you for bringing the issue up --



Hapertord (?Ile

To Greg Kannerstein	 FROM Harvey Glickman

0 1980RE	 -1983 Calendar;9Exchange student from University 	 A, ,A E	
pril 3, 1979

of East Anglia

1. Calendar: It seems to me that there cannot be any substantial objection
to opening classes before Labor Day in the next few years. Faculty who
have children in school have to get back before Labor Day in order to
prepare for the school year. Many Ivy League colleges start up around
Labor Day, so faculty with college age children are used to having their
children return home before Labor Day. Finally, many of us who would
like to stay out on vacation through Labor Day have found that trying
to drive home or come back via other means over that weekend is just too
much to bear. So, I believe, many of us try to get back to the Haverford
area before Labor Day.

Regarding long-range contemplation, as you put it, concerning spring
vacations, I would like to look at the question of spring vacations in
the context of starting the second term later than we do. You may
recall that I have been talking about investigating a "January program"
at Haverford for perhaps 12 years now. (Sorry, I cannot find the
original memo I wrote to Bill Cadbury.) All the reasons you mention for
lengthening the spring vacation would apply to an additional change,
involving installing a January "festival." If we lengthen the spring
vacation by a week and we installed a modest January program, we would
end the year around the beginning of June. That is not a great sacrifice.
In return we would get a more pleasant spring, as you noted, and we might
be able to establish an imaginative and attractive festival of the arts
and the intellect in January.



Have rforti College

TO	 Greir an e este' n	 FROM

RE	 C ATE:

P.!ome eri n-7.1: les for me in cien r f

1. 4.nythin that better coordine	 t men,: w 4_ .t.2 our calL:-:e„r; beer diffixr.lit

hi	 yeer for same stu-derts in my nouri e becas s r:n . aer-4tion at the
-all , 27es ic different. 3tueid, I tink.

2. T d.-) net see ho-, - a t-le wP	 srn break w' : 1 save --u	 in en-, rg/ costs -

since the brAtk comes in mU rrarch after t a e vy e- 7 -- he tine costs. S , ems
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seems in new calendar. Strengl su	 t oonsi rin mu eh ion	 winter

term break r-ther than large bre iks wit:7'in'arm	 t	 : at o -pposed

tw week s rinr, term.



Greg Kannerstein0 FROM

RE

avertord C liege

Edwin B. R onner

DATE April 3, 1979

From the library's point of view I don't see any insurmountable
problems about the calendar as proposed by Bryn Mawr.

The only problem would be that faculty members are already slow
in putting books on reserve and if classes were to start as early as
September 2nd, it would be even more difficult to assemble material. New
faculty members just coming to campus are sometimes a problem, but then
established faculty who are dilatory are also a problem.

EBB:mj
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Have rford College

Greg Kannerstein FRom , Joe Russo    

RE:	 Possible calandar changes DATE 2 April_ 1.979 

Dear Greg,

My most emphatic single reaction is a big YES to
the idea of a two-week spring break. It's a great idea,
for all the reasons your memo lists, any one of which would
be sufficient reason to take the proposed change seriously,
and all of which together add up to a convincing combination.
I'd be quite happy to have classes end a week later--some
time in early May--to make up for it (our Aester ends
very early as it is, and another week added on won't hurt).

a
On the idea of beginning classes before L*bor Day,

feel i,less clear-cut "yes," but would probably agree when
it cane to a full discussion. Anything to avoid any more
end of term pressure, which is already too heavy, -;since we
decided to cram the whole term in before Christmas vacation.
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Anyone who believes toat	 1	 7tr,It
procedures i:or personnel a. , t1 ,1)	 se	 reque.	 -
writing that i 4e grie‘ance orwittee	 r
be made within four weeks after Coe 
of the President's decisioh and mu	 the ,Iture	 .

#	 4'7 +knee. ft.L1	 P	 44
If the grievanceurylunittee -***0-64..... ,--41.,4/44	 that tne-

been hoPprocedural ioiat . r tie	 D1k.irci closk=Q
consensus is reatthe	 the case goes to he aliernate mexLerl- ot
Academic Council- 4- :A44,--

After considering the case the atternetes offer advioe
the President.

Luis H Garcia 'earl-
Joanne Hutchinson
Jietrich Kessler
Sandra talard
Robert iortimer
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Faculty of the College

Regular Meeting
	

10 May 1979
Stephen Cary, Clerk
	

9:07 a.m.

A moment of silence.

1. The minutes of 19 April 1979 were approved.

2. Edwin Brunner, Librarian, called attention to certain gross violations of
library rules and flagrant misuses of library materials--books and journals
overdue or missing, pages removed, etc. One unbound journal set, for
example, was "out" all semester. Noting that all users of the library
suffer because of these abuses, Mr. Bronner asked for the cooperation of
the faculty in the effort to remedy the situation. A similar appeal has
been made to students.

3. The Provost first thanked everyone, in particular the Dean and the Recorder,
for getting senior grades in on time and then, turning ritualistic, asked
faculty approval for the granting of the degree of Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science, whichever is appropriate, to all students who have
completed their work in course and all those who may subsequently be
certified by the Committee on Student Standing and Programs as having
completed their work.

The consensus of approval was immediate and apparently unanimous.

The President's Report. "My report is 'no report.'" (Applauded for its
pith and point, this speech proved to be the most popular of the meeting.)

the Clark explained why a second election had to be held (see Minute 1,
9 April 1979) to choose a replacement for Jerry Gollub as second alternate

( Faculty Representative to the Board. Colin MacKay having been appointed
interim Provost, the Natural Science division elected Jerry Gollub toI succeed MacKay as representative to the Academic Council.

The faculty voted Michael Weinstein to replace Jerry Gollub as second
alternate.

6. John Cary of the Committee on College Honors and Fellowships

a) recommended that College Honors be awarded as follows:

Sums cma lauds: Eric Whitacre

Mavia cum laude: Peter Blier, David Chang, Timothy Cone,
Stephen Conwill, Ben Finkelstein, Stephen Gellman, David
Hamilton, Michael Harris, Gail Hinrichs, David Jeffries,
Mark Kimmel, Richard Levy, Joseph Mendola, Stephen Pollard,
Evan Romer, Robert Tyminski, Donald Vaughan.

b) announced the committee's fellowship recommendations:

Augustus Taber Murray Research Fellowship: Barry Schwabsky

Clementine Cope Fellowship: Stephen Gellman, Robert Tyminski
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6. (continued)

c) noted that only men, and unmarried men at that, are eligible for the
Murray Fellowships. The intention is to have the terms of this
fellowship altered.

d) proposed a rule change broadening eligibility for College Honors.
According to the College Catalogue 1978-79, "students who have been
awarded Departmental Honors may be invited by the Committee on College
Honors and Fellowships to stand for College Honors" (p. 33). It is
now proposed that chairmen of departments be empowered to nominate
candidates for College Honors, whether or not such carts  dates have
Departmental Honors.

The faculty approved all of the committee's recommendations and asked
the secretary to minute an expression of appreciation to the committee
for work, well done.

7. Claude Wintner of the Educational Policy Committee

a) expressed the judgment of committee members and others that students
cannot write effectively. "This is a matter not just for the English
Department but for all of us." Writing in all courses should be
judged as writing. The Freshman Seminar Program needs to be
reviewed, possibly "restructured"--"how we don't know yet." There
must be more emphasis on writing and on upholding grading standards.

b) informed the faculty that their grading practices had not changed
significantly over the last two semesters despite the shift to the
4.0 system. Fears of a drastic deflation were unfounded. Approxi-
mately 80% of the grades were distributed over the four upper grade
levels (4.0, 3.7, 3.3, 3.0).

8. Michael Weinstein of the Administrative Advisory Committee, referring to the
budget report subtitled "Five Year Considerations" (10 May 1979), asked for
"feedback" in the fall. Boasting that "what this report lacks in imagination
it more than makes up for in superficiality," Mr. Weinstein called the long-
range document merely "an initial salvo."

In summary, the report (1) asserts that if no changes are made in
college programs deficits over the next five years will average from $200,000
to W0,000; (2) suggestschanges in housing density and financial aid
policies; (3) proposes possible paring of academic programs and re-evaluating
our student-faculty ratio; 04) recommends study of the academic and financial
implications of instituting an adult education program; (5) calls for an
evaluation of the relative merits of eroding academic and non-academic
programs; (6) requests proposals from faculty members for coping with the
anticipated budget deficits.

9. Colin MacKay, newly appointed Provost of the College, speaking in the context
of Mr. Weinstein's report, emphasized

the necessity of maintaining the excellence of our educational program.
"Our tuition is high; we have to justify this." And the greatest
threat to excellence is, bluntly, "lack of money."
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9. Colin MacKay (continued).

the need for an effective faculty forum for discussing our educational
philosophy (of which "diversity" as a value is only a part) together
with the broader problems that a liberal arts college faces now and
in the 1980's. Mr. MacKay suggested small group discussion meetings
next year, perhaps chaired by various members of the Educational
Policy Committee.

10. John Spielman of the College Committee on Faculty Appointments summarized the
"Summary Report from CCFA," dated 9 May 1979, sent to the faculty and to the
Board Committee on Monitoring the Implementation of Diversity. After a slow
start, the committee appears to be approaching the pace envisioned in April,
1977, when the five-year timetable for adding minorities to the faculty was
set. So far the CCFA has helped to effect two of the three minority appoint-
ments to the faculty. Corrected minutes of all CCFA meetings are now
available.

11. Robert Bollinger and Daryll Coleman of the Student Council Committee for the
Implementation of Diversity announced plans to organize a series of workshops
next year. In particular the committee proposes setting aside two days in
the fall semester, Tuesday and Wednesday of some week, for the discussion of
diversity and related concerns.

Without agreeing on details, the faculty gave sympathetic support to this
proposal.

consideration "Procedures and Criteria for Personnel Action," dated 7 May C97
12. Wyatt MacGaffey representing the Academic Council submitted for faculty

revised from 28 November 1978 (see Minute 5, 19 October 1978; Minute 4,
14 December 1978; and Minute 7, 15 February 1979).

Discussion of "Procedures" focused on the issue of confidentiality in the
review process. Is a candidate entitled to know the names of all persons who
have submitted evaluations to the Council? Should student names be disclosed?
names of professional referees? What about refusals? unsolicited letters?

On the question of "Criteria" the secretary of the faculty for once
dropped his pen and spoke somewhat as follows:

The proposal, apart from mentioning the "considerable
commdtment" to community service expected of faculty members,
makes two equally weighted assertions: (1) "Excellent teaching
is a sine qua non for tenure," and (2) 'Scholarly activity
that is, publication] is equally important in tenure

decisions.' Theoretically and ideally these criteria are
compatible and complementary; practically, in the experience
of most members of the faculty, they conflict. Who can serve
two masters equally? Cur record of attracting experienced
university scholars to the Have/lord faculty is a poor one.
Why? Because six different courses a year, advising,
committee work and other community service add up to a "work-
load" that no publishing scholar at a university could or would
tolerate. If the new proposal lirere adopted, we meet expect
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12. (continued)

increased anxiety and faltering morale in the faculty and
the erosion of values associated with excellent teaching and
close student-faculty relations.

A more realistic and humane solution to the problem, in
my judgment, would be premissed on flexibility, on a
recognition of the prevailing and inevitable diversity of
aptitudes and interests in our faculty now and as it will
be in the future. No single formula of equal weighting
will fairly cover all or even most cases. Haverford is
still small enough, one would think, to permit individualized
treatment. Why could not provost and department chairmen
meet with the faculty member in question, long before the
tenure or promotion point arrives, to determine how best the
latterts talents and interests might be utilized at Haverford?
Pertinent considerations would include the generalized
expectations of the college, the particular needs of the
department, and the special strengths--and weaknesses, for
who is perfect?--of the person involved.

Itccellence may be encouraged, but not coerced. And there
are different kinds of excellence, that find expression in
different ways.

13. The issue of divestment remaimiundiscussed. But President Stevens
announced the Board's-request that the faculty nominate two members
to the Board Committee on Investments and Social Responsibility.

Adjournment at 11:36 a.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty



Haver-ford College

TO:  Faculty 	FROM  Academic Council

RE:  Procedures and criteria for  personnel actions DATE:  6/7/79

PROPOSED, to ADD on p. 18, after "... Appendix III of/his hand-
book":

a. Excellent teaching is a sine qua non for tenure. It is not
possible here, though it may be at other institutions, to be
a renowned scholar but a poor teacher and remain on the fac-
ulty. By excellent teaching we mean the ability to meet the
needs of Haverford students, which are not necessarily the.
needs of students elsewhere. We have a superior student body
and it is the obligation of the faculty to recommend for ten-
ured positions only those who are able to stimulate all our
students and to challenge them intellectually in a rigorous
manner. Availability to students outside the classroom is an
integral part of good teaching.

b. Scholarly activity is equally important in tenure decisions.
It provides good evidence that the teacher will remain active
in his or her field, so, that what is passed on to students
will be fresh, and responsive to current developments in the
discipline. Additionally, excellence in one's own field en-
courages intellectual vitality in the whole community, includ-
ing faculty members in other disciplines.

Scholarly publication is important because it means that the
researcher's work is judged not only by colleagues within
Haverford, but members of the academic profession nationally.
These resonances from other leaders in the field provide qual-
ity control on Haverford and its various departments, keep
Haverford faculty involved with national developments, and
bring to public notice Haverford's commitment to intellectual
excellence. For teachers as for students, moreover, the dis-
cipline of preparing one's work in finite form for others to
consider is essential, as is the opportunity to obtain con-
sidered comment.

For these reasons, Council also expects evidence of ongoing
scholarly commitment (and, ideally, published works) beyond
the Ph.D. Where a doctoral degree is not the normal terminal
degree, as in the performing and visual arts, the Council
expects equivalent evidence of commitment and productivity
after the normal terminal degree.

c. Community service includes such activities as ommittee work,
departmental activities, advising, 	 informal coun-
seling, contributions to cultural diversity, and non-scholarly
activities off campus. Because the college relies on faculty
participation in the various phases of governance, departmental



administration and counseling, it looks for considerable com-
mitment to these activities. Off-campus service of a profes-
sional or civic nature favorably reflects interest in the uses
of learning. Community service supplements a and b, but is
not regarded as a substitute for either.

In assessing teaching ability, Council relies heavily on
letters written by students. The recommender's "representative"
sample" is expected to include majors and non-majors, Bryn Mawr
students, and students with high and low grades. All letters,
solicited and unsolicited, whether written to the recommender or
to the Provost, are copied and distributed to Council (Council
does not accept anonymous letters). Council is more interested
in the content of student comment than in a merely positive or
negative vote. They seek to gain sense of what is taught, how
it is taught, what kinds of student respond most favorably, and
why. Their evaluation is often passed as advice to the teacher.
Council also seeks information about teaching from departmental
and other colleagues, including those who may have shared respon-
sibility for a course with the teacher being evaluated, and col-
leagues at Bryn Mawr. Department chairmen are expected to visit
junior colleagues' classrooms at least once a year (See Appendix
II).

WO. Members of Council read examples of a candidate's pub-
lished or unpublished work themselves. They also seek the opin-
ion of appropriate scholarly authorities, including those sug-
gested by the candidate, and others to whom Council may send
copies of the work.

All communications to Council, and all reports of its dis-
cussions, are confidential. Council's role is to offer advice
to the President in the interests of the Faculty, given the Fac-
ulty's primacy in matters of educational policy and practice.
Council does not vote, nor is it obliged to reach consensus, al-
though it always tries to do so. After sufficient discussion,
usually extending over several weeks, members of Council record
their views in two readings taken at different meetings. Since
the President is present when Council meets, he has the benefit
of listening to all discussion, including opinions which may be
formulated and later abandoned, and the reasoning in support of
any opinion.

The candidate shall be told by the recommender what proce-
i lAdures are being ,followed in composing the recommendation:

cifically, whiCIvprofessional referencesiave been contacted for
commen	 The candidate shall also be kept informed by the Pro-
vost o the progress of Council's evaluation.

AN**.	 :51 444 	 )41.tiv
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